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gressional race heated
ong Illinois Democrats

Rives denies .Thornburgh request
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

pl

the March 17 primary
thrye weeks away, the
:ongressional race among
D
Democrats continues to
in what is an increasingly
'e and special interest-oripaign.
Poshard has said he will not
1e top of next month's bal- accept money from special interthe 19th Congressional est groups during or after his
t's seat currently held by campaign. He has accordingly
·essman Terry Bruce, D- ·accused Bruce in recent debates
, Bruce faces a unique race of pandering to the political
primary against incumbent action committees and holding a
nger Glenn Poshard, D- war chest with more than
ille. Poshard, a congress- $700,000, the bulk of which are
since 1988, had his 22nd from political action committees.
ssional District eliminated
Poshard's spokesman Gary Wolf
year's legislative redistrict- said as of the candidates' filing
1ttle.
deadline at the end of last year,
ice's district absorbed all of Bruce held just less than that figure
was Poshard's constituency and ti.as likely raised more since
:ome the largest legislative then. Wolf estimated nearly eight
.ct east of the Mississippi out of 10 of those dollars came
with 27 counties - nearly from political action committees or
rourth of the state.
special interest groups.
Wolf added that many of those
uce and Poshard have
ed together to represent organizations contributing to
instate Illinois for several Bruce's campaign are out-of-state
1s, but they now find them- groups looking to gain support on
s working to contrast their the House Energy and Commerce
s in a battle for their politi- Committee and others of which
1tures. One of those primary Bruce is a member.
nces lies in the candidates'
"It's not just who gives money
1ach to the influence of spe- to whom but how that money
interest groups and their pro- drives Congress," Wolf said.
"1on of varying national health
•Continued on page 2A
plans.
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President Stan Rives will not
allow Dan Thornburgh, director
of centennial and special events,
to withdraw his request for
retirement, according to a statement released by University
Relations Wednesday.
Thornburgh told The News last
week he withdrew his request for
retirement. He said he was honored the centennial committee
passed a motion asking him to
stay involved with the program
and decided to call off the retirement and "see (Eastern's centennial) celebration through."
Despite Thornburgh 's announcement, which appeared in
the Feb. 20 edition of The News,
Thornburgh will take administrative leave March 1 and retire
Aug. 31, according to Rives '
statement.
· But Thornburgh said the issue
is not yet closed.
"This is a matter that has not
been settled yet as far as I'm
concerned," Thornburgh said
Wednesday. He added, however,
"As always, I do not wish to
cause more difficulty for the university."
Rives' statement said Thornburgh issued his request for
administrative leave followed by
retirement in February 1991. The
request was approved by the
Board of Governors, Eastern's

Dan Thornburgh
Stan Rives
governing body, at its April 1991 School of Adult and Continuing
Education, now has responsibilimeeting.
Thornburgh asked Rives on ty for commencement, the stateJan. 20 to withdraw his request ment said.
"Special events responsibilifor retirement. Riv.es, however,
denied the request in writing on ties have been assumed by
University Relations, the vice
Jan. 29.
"Since Dan Thornburgh 's president for institutional
leave and retirement were advancement and the office of
approved, the university has sys- the president," the release stated.
"Further, as Dr. Thornburgh
tematically reassigned his duties
to other administrators," Rives has been informed, the administrative position director of censaid in the statement.
According to the statement, tennial and special events is
Thornburgh 's commencement scheduled for elimination along
responsibilities were tra~sferred _ with several other positions
to the vice president for academ- which are or will become vacant
ic affairs following the as part of the university's effort
December 1991. commencement.
•Continued on page 2A
William Hine, dean of the

Faculty petitions due Friday
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

Deadline for petitions for the
spring faculty elections is 4 p.m.
Friday, said Bill Addison, Faculty
· Senate elections committee chair.
Petitions need to be returned to
Addison in the psychology department, he said Wednesday.
According to Addison, three
committee seats have no candidates running so far, and at least
four others have only one candidate.
The Academic Program Elimination Review Committee still
had only one candidate from the
College of Applied Sciences and ·
one candidate from the College of
Fine Arts as of Wednesday,
Addison said.
The Academic Program
Elimination Review Committee
has not met very often in the past,
Addison said. "But since we've
been hearing so much about the
budget crunch, we'll probably be .
hearing more from them in the
future."
According to Addison, the
Academic Program Elimination
Review Committee reviews promedian Craig Higgins entertains the near capacity crowd of posals to eliminate academic pro·tern students Rathskeller lounge in the basement of Martin Luther grams.
Addison said the Council on
g Jr. University Union Wednesday night.

'Unnyman
1

Advisory committee elections take place Thursday and Friday
Elections for faculty representatives and alternates from each of
the six colleges to the advisory
committee for the search for the
new president will take place
Thursday and Friday.
Faculty must bring identification to the polling place, located
in the hallway outside the Sugar
Shack in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union, to vote
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
One representative and one
alternate will be chosen from each
of the six colleges: Applied
Sciences, Education, Fine Arts,
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Liberal Arts and ·
Sciences and the Lumpkin
Teacher Education has no candidates from the College of Fine
Arts. A group consisting of economics, geology/geography, history, political science, psychology
and seciology/anthropology has
only one candidate, but no alternate.
"The Council on Teacher
Education is involved in meeting
the needs of students in teacher

• Civil Service elections for search
committee are approaching. See story
page3A
College of Business.
Faculty may only vote for one
representative from the same college they teach in. The candidate
with the most votes will be the
representative to the advisory
committee. The candidate with.
the second highest number of
votes will be the alternate to the
committee.
- Staff report
education," Addison said. It
reviews any course offered in any
department that is required or is
an option for teacher certification,
he said.
The University Personnel
Committee has no candidate from
the fine arts area and only one
candidate from the group consisting of economics, history, philos-

* Continued on page 2A
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FROM PAGE ONE
Rives denies
•From page IA
to reduce administrative overhead," Rives said in the
release.
"The internal reallocatjon process mandated by the
Illinois Board of Higher Education and its chair, Art
Quern, appropriately require that we examine every
opportunity to reduce administrative overhead in order
to put limited resources into direct instruction," Rives
added in the statement.
Thornburgh said he now has to look at what his
options are in trying to stay on as director of centennial

and special events.
"It's a matter that I have to look into as far as what
my next step is," he said.
Rives' statement said Thornburgh will be allowed to
stay on the centennial committee as a volunteer member if he chooses to do so.
Thornburgh would not comment further Wednesday.
"It's unnecessarily getting (the centennial committee)
involved in the public, and the committee is not public
in that way," he said.

*From page IA

The Council on Academic Affairs has five candidates, but it needs six to fill the three available seats
and three alternate positions, Addison said.
The CAA develops recommendations to the president
that go through the vice president for academic affairs on
any topic concerning academics, Addison said.
The Council on Graduate Studies has only one candidate for a representative from art, English or music,
Addison said.
The council also makes recommendations to the
president through the vice president for academic
affairs. However, the Council on Graduate Studies
deals with courses and programs at the graduate level.

Congressional races
•Frompage IA
However, Mike Bushman, a Bruce campaign
spokesman, said Poshard has never directly attacked
Bruce's integrity with political action committees, but
has instead criticized the PAC system as a whole.
Bushman said Bruce's campaign will concentrate less
on the PAC situation and more on voter-related issues.
"Terry tries to ignore the fact that much of that (campaign fund) comes from special interests ... over a
seven-year period," Bushman said. "He (Poshard) is
trying to make something out of that. There are a lot
more problems that directly affect people."
Wolf said Bruce's special interest policies can be
clearly seen inside the health care issue. He said that
while Poshard was one of Congress' original supporters of a universal health care bill, Bruce helped form
and later joined a Democratic bandwagon of health

LITE
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Faculty petitions
ophy, political science and sociology/anthropology.
Addison said the University Personnel Committee is
one of the most important committees on campus,
adding that the committee's responsibility is to evaluate
any faculty member up for retention, promotion or
tenure.
The Faculty Senate has eight applicants for five
available positions, but five alternates are also needed,
Addison said.
The Faculty Senate "makes recommendations to the
president on issues•of concern to faculty," Addison
·.
said.

THIRSTV'S

care supporters when the issue was deemed important
to voters.
Wolf added that soon thereafter Bruce began accepting special interest money from professional medical
and insurance organizations in support of his plan for '
national health insurance.
"Terry's taking (campaign) money from anyone
that'll give it to him," Wolf said. "He's always careful
to push national health insurance rather than universal
health care."
Wolf noted that Bruce doesn't endorse any single
health insurance plan, but agrees that the issue needs to
be investigated.
However, both candidates have voted in favor of
campaign finance reform, which would set limits on
voluntary spending at $550,000 and cap total PAC contributions at $275,000.
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For Lunch: Steak n Cheese $2. 49
ALL DAY: FREE FRIES w/any
Sandwich -
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Poster,__
Design Contest
..............
and

Poetry Contest
I.II ... · - .. , . ..... -

Theme:.
Natural
Highs
Winning poster desi
will be printed and
distributed on campus
Fall 1992.
Winning poetry piece will
be printed in the "Vehicle"
Fw .,ec111c ...... UICI ..,_, cm1aC:t tM
c.B.A.P.s Oftlce (511-2400)
Ollice Ill AIDS, AleHDI, Drua IDfo....ilon (511"'435)

Submission Deadline: Friday, March 6th 1992
National

NOBODY
KNOWS
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DOMINO'Ssm
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Stuaent
Surviva
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How You Like Pizza At Home.

$1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
Other Bottles $1. 25
Tonite: Large Nachos
only $1
(crispy tortillas w/spicy meat & cheese)
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
in the
Daily Eastern News -

o~n~
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ExtravanganZZa
Limited portions of 9 toppings for the price of 4: pepperoni,
sausage, ground beef, ham, mushrooms, onions, green peppers,
black olives and double cheese.

Deluxe
5 toppings fpr the price of 4: pepperoni, sausage; onions, green
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black olives and double cheese
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Police investigation
eXamine·d-· this week
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

rgs for mom
'i Wiater, a junior psychology major, (right) and Susan Tarka, senior psychology major, sell Eco~Cups
:Xpanding Awareness and Responsibility Towards Humaniry (EARTH) in the stairway of Coleman Hall
esday afternoon.
·

mployee elections to begin
lections to select civil $ervice empToyee repretatives to serve on the presidential search advicommiftee are quickly approaching.
he elections will be held from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
ch 5 in the Martinsville Room in the Martin
ther King Jr. University Union, but anyone
rested in serving on the advisory committee
st have already submitted a petition of at least
signatures, said Jim Pacino, assistant vice presnt for human resources.
Two representatives and two alternates will be
sen. They will include one representative and
alternate from the civil service negotiated
ff and one from the non-negotiated staff,
ino said.
The top two vote-getters from eaclt category
ll be put on the advisory committee to be

chaired by Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter.
They will review portfolios of the pre-screened
presidential candidates.
All status civil service employees, negotiated
and non-negotiated, are eligible to vote twice once for a union representative and once for a
non-union representative, Pacino noted. Extra
help and temporary workers are not eligible to
vote, he said.
Candidates for the negotiated civil service representative are Velma Cash, Darrell Schmitt, Mary
Kathleen Scott and Anita Thomas, said Kay
Callison, member of the civil service elections
committee.
Non-negotiated candidates are Linda Coffey,
Vicky Hampton, Deenis Jones, Bev Pederson and
Terry Tomer, Callison said.
Civil service employees must show university
identification whe~ voting, Pacino added.

on ate
10od drive d0nations remain low
CASSIE SIMP.SON
Following the trend from the.
ginning of the week, t~e
ing blood drive 's donations
ce again fell short of its set

.-

IBI!®®<dl

Ddve
-- •992

l.

The goal for the third day of
1e blood drive was 300 pints
t only 209 were collected,
.id Anne Ingersoll, co-coordior of the drive.
On Monday the blood drive's
al was 275 pints with only
6 units collected, and
esda(s goal o~ 300 pints fell
ort with 228 umts donated.
The American Red Cross has
llected 653 pints, short of
eir 875 pints they expected to
Hect at Eastern this week.
The low turnout .is p~obably
c~use of- the rnemngitis scare
e campus has experien_c ed in
last w~ek, Inger.soil said.
"I th,ink it's (the meningitis

1,500
653 Wednesday
444 Tuesday
216 Monday

scare) affecting it (the blood
drive)," she said.
Peter D. Giese · a sophomore
from Batavia died last Thursday
as a result of meningitis causing students to flock to Health
Service to receive the antibiotic
Rifampin. Students need to wai~
48 hours after their last dosage
of the medication before they
can donate blood.
lio..~er.. lngerw ll...s.ajd she

believes d9nations should pick
up later in the week.
"I think that it should pick up
Thursday and Friday because
people will be coming off the
medication," Ingersoll said.
Ingersoll said the distribution
of people who' donated Wednesday mainly consisted of an
even number of faculty and students.
"Earlier in the week it was
mainly just students," she
added.
__
Ingersoll said it is important
for people to donate blood and
noted ~he ~alue donations have
on savmg hves.
"If you come in and donate
one pint it will save three lives,"
Ingersoll said.
.
.
The blood drive will take
place from 10 a.m .. until ~ p.m.
Thursday and Friday in the
Univ~rsity Ballroo~ of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

The Judicial Boar-ct will examine the campus police hazing
investigation of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity Inc. this week and
decide if there will be a hearing
for individual members of. the
fraternity, said Judicial Board
Officer Keith Koharizo.
"We anticipate getting to (the
investigation) sometime this
week," Kohanzo said.
The J-Board and campus
police portion of the investigation
will be the third and final part of
investigations into alleged hazing
by Alpha Phi Alpha members.
The Student Activities Office and
State's Attorney's Office have
also looked into the matter.
Alpha Phi Alpha· lost its university and national recognition
at the conclusion of the Student
Activities Of(ice portion of the
investigation. The fraternity will
be allowed to re-group after four
years or when all current members of the fraternity have graduated.
The State's Attorney's Office, .
citing a lack of evidence, chose
not to pre·ss charges against
Alpha Phi Alpha.
No reason was given by the
Student Activities Office or the
National ·chapter on why the
charter was p~lled.
Campus Police Chief Tom
Larson was unavailable for comment Wednesday.
According to Kohanzo, the
police handed their completed
report to the Judici<].l Board at the
beginning of the week.
"We're not anticipating any
more information from (campus
police)," Kohanzo said. "We'll be
deciding a course of action in the
very near future."

Hearings for any of the fraternity members involved will be
held only if the J-Board office
decides there is enough evidence
on any individuals, Kohanzo said.
The hearings, if necessary, will
not be open to the public because
they deal with individuals. The
hearings are kept private because
of personal privacy acts, he
noted.
Kohanzo would not release a
specific date on when the hearings may take place and also
would not disclose what, if any,
punishments might be given to
fraternity members if they are
convicted of hazing. He would
also not disclose how many fraternity ·members were involved in
the investigation.
Larson said two weeks ago the
University Police Department's
report would be turned in , but
instead it has taken two weeks for
the investigat.ion. to reach the
Judicial B.oard.
"We're not delaying it for any
reason,"· Koqanzo said. "We just
have other things to do."
The investigation of Alpha Phi
Alpha beGame public Feb. 1
when campus and local police
raided tlie apartment of fraternity
. members Danis Brown. and Larry
Drake. The investigation started
after the Student Activities Office
received an anonymous tip advising them of alleged hazing activities by fraternity members.
. The investigation has been a
· team effort between the Student
Activities Office, campus and
local police and the State's
Attorney's Office.
Ron Zinnerman, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha, proclaimed the
fraternity's innocence at a
National Panhellenic Council
meeting-Feb. 3 and has opted not
to comment since then.

Admin.istration urged
to remember Giese
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

Student Senate approved a resolution Wednesday urging Eastern's
administration to fly flags at halfmast next Thursday to mourn the
death of Eastern stud~nt Pete
..
·
Giese.
"The death of any student is a
loss to humanity, for who he was ·
and what he could have become,"
said senate member Luke Neumann, "The lo.ss to his family
. speaks for itself."
Neumann, who wrote and submitted the resolution, said senate is
asking that flags ~ lowered next
Thursday-specifically because that
date will . be ' two weeks after
Giese's death.
"I hope .that the administration
will listen to (this resolution),"
Studen.t Body President Martha
Price said. She added the resolution will be delivered to the administration Thursday.
The organjzation also approve~
a resolution concerning scheduling
of meeting rooms in the Union.
The resolution urged Union
Scheduling to adopt a policy stat-

ing if a recognized student organization will 0e absent from its
reserved room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, the
organization. must notify the
Campus Scheduling Office at least
two working days in advance.
For any organization that fails to .
follow this procedure more than
· twice in orie semester, Student
Senate is asking' that its reservation
privileges be revoked. The organization would: then have to reapply
for a room the following semester.
·Seriate memper Matt Greider ··
explained that any organization
that wants a room must reserve it
48 hours in advance ..Jf Union
ScheCluling were' to adopt the policy of requiring organizations to
cancel two working days in
advance, the, vacated room would
then be available to another organization. · :
"This (resolution) is an urge to
Union Scheduling," said student
senate· chief of staff·Brett derber.
"We are trying to send a message
here tliatwe want something done.
I don't think (University Scheduling) is going to adopt this (resolution) word for word."

Correction
Jazz performer Diane Schuur and Eastern's jazz ensemble will not perform at Eastern· rather they will perform at Sangamon State University
on March 20 . '
'
.
The News incorrectly reported this fact in Wednesday's edition.
The News regrets the error.

o!~~ Eastern News

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Questions remain
about Alpha Phi
Alpha _videotaping
The existence of a video allegedly showing members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. beating their pledges was thrown into
public limelight Feb. 5, giving an impression
that the days for the fraternity were numbered.
Now, 22 days later, it would seem the
saga of Alpha Phi Alpha is coming to a
close, as Judicial Board Officer Keith
Kohanzo said everything should be handled
by the end of this week. While eyes begin
to slowly turn away from Alpha Phi Alpha, it
is now the vfdeotape that begins to fall
under suspicion.
Days after Student
-------Activities arid Alpha Phi
Alpha's national chapter revolked the chapter's recognition for a minimum of four
years, the State's Attorney's Office said they
would not press criminal charges against
the fraternity - despite the possession of the
elusive video.
Assistant State's Attorney Mark Novak
cited a lack of evidence ... Student Activities
and the national office have not commented.
One begins to wonder if the campus
police were just showing off their version of
America's Funniest Home Videos. If it was,
nobody is laughing.
Nobody is guilty without a reason, and
the Student Activites Office has yet to offer
one. Was it the video? If it was, then why
wasn't it enough for the State's Attorney to
use?
It is understood that pressing criminal
charges against someone is more difficult
than conviction by a university, and people
involved with the fraternities are more
"aware" of what goes on around campus.
But in the same vein, if none of the members
involved will speak and the videotape is
inconclusive, where's the proof of guilt?
Due to regulations protecting individual
privacy, any punishment that may be handed down from the Judicial Board onto the
members of Alpha Phi Alpha may never be
known. The News hopes for a fair and equitable final part of the Alpha Phi Alpha investigation - and hopefully awaits for the reasoning behind another part.

Editorial
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Black History Month Quote

-

Black

James Brown

Terrorist Awareness Week is upon
Has this ever happened to
you?
You are broke and your parents have been broke since 1976.
Now it's time for you to apply to
college. Grades are o.k (like it
matters) but the problem is that
according to the Financial Aid
Department, your parents are
rich.
That's right, your parents make Mlk
too much money. Forget that last
e
Christmas was made up of most- Chambers
ly underwear and stocking
stuffers.
Well, at last it's time for a little revenge because
this month is Financial Aid Awareness Month!!!!!
In an age of meaningless emotional campaigns
which dull our senses to their message, months or
weeks of the year are set aside to ask us to gain either
awareness, appreciation or recognition for everything.
There's drug awareness week, when all drug
junkies and hobbiests alike are asked to be aware
what drugs are doing to them. AIDS Awareness Week
has campaign slogans asking us to holster it or die.
And don't forget Spring Break Safety Week. This
occurs a week before spring break so we've got seven
whole days to get that safety crap out of our systems
before we dance with hedonism.
After a while the slogans lose their meaning. The
emotion has been wrung out.
Hey, it's Be Kind To Animals Month. Just Say No.
But Financial Aid Awareness Month - now there's
something sure to elicit an emotion.
"Underfunded grants." "Application for aid rejected." "Congratulations, you have been awarded $250
for the Spring Semester - don't spend it all in one
place, Cookie."
· Financial Aid Awareness Month? These guys are
asking for trouble.
So let's give It to them . .For once, let's recognize
this campaign. In fact, let's celebrate it.
Anyone, take some time and stop by your nearest
state-supported money pit and get to know that
burned-out bureaucrat who couldn't care less whether

From the Pen ••.

you live or die. Be polite - introduce yourself.
directions or something - better yet, act like
there to serve you.
When you're given that vacant stare that
"Make it quick," say something like this:
"Yes, I was wondering. How can I go about
lishing an easy payment plan for my tuition?"
The veteran is likely to do one of three
Either (1) laugh at you, (2) explain their easy
plan: "Pay when we tell you or you're out.
(3) a favorite bureaucratic sport: tell you you're
wrong department and then send you to wh
they feel like waking up that day. It works the
way as tennis, minus the backhand.
But here's the juicy part. Now that you've got
attention, lift up your shirt t~ reveal a belt of
taped to your stomach. Then pull out your TV
and shout, ''This is a hijacking, everyone agal
wall!" (You'll probably have to take some ti
articulate that since terrorist activity really isn't
care of in their department either.)
But when you finally get them all up agal
wall, pick out one to do your work for you. A
them unplug all the coffee pots in the room.
that'll really get their goat.
Then have the person access the mainfr,
give every student at Eastern the same Social
number. After that's done have them take all
forms of any kind, put them in the burlap bag
brought.
"Come on, get the lead out chicky-baby, I'
ing to get bored with this channel!"
Finished there, exit through a window,
Spiderman.
When you get caught and are on your Wi
pokey, hold your head up high. For you h
fear into the hearts of Eastern's Bureaucratic
(Hell, just walking behind their counter did
from that day forward they're sure to be poli
rest of us forever.
That's something we are all aware of of what month it is.
1

Mike Chambers is a regular columnist for
Eastern News.

Rich Bird/Mike Cham

Your turn •••
Brazell issues
BOG statement
on Weaver's bill
Dear editor:
The Boar,d of Governors
Universities system is painfully aware
of the truth of Lieutenant Governor
Kustra's statement that state government is in the midst of difficult budget days ("Kustra Eyes Abolishment
of BOG/BOR," Feb. 20.)
As a result of two consecutive
mid-year budget reductions, the
BGU system has less money to
spend than we did in 1989-90 and
our enrollments are at an all-time
high.
With even more difficult budget
days ahead, the Board agrees that
state gqvernment must seek more
cost effective ways of delerving basic
services. All of us in state government, including higher education,
must do whatever we can to insure
that our services are being delivered
as efficiently and effectively as possible.
The Board believes that HB 1727,
Representative Mike Weaver's bill to
abolish the BGU and the Board of
Regents, contributes little to the
_effort to make state government
more efficient and effective. Any
serious review of higher education
must consider the even more impor- .taot _.q_uestions of program and fund-

ing priorities, quality and productivi-

ty.
The biggest problem with HB
1727 is not what it does but what it
doesn't do. The Board of Governors
Universities will continue to oppose
HB 1727 and any similar piece of
legislation that ignores the real issue.
Michelle Brazell
BOG Assistant Vice Chancellor

Alternative
music offered
byWEIU
Dear editor:
This is not your typical letter to
the editor; I do not have anything
to cry or whine about (Sorry!).
What I would like to do;- is clear
up a common misconception in
the Charleston area. Many people
complain that their only source of
alternative music in the Charleston area is Dave Kendall (host of
MTV's 120 Minutes). Fortunately
this is not the case. Eastern's student-operated station, WEIU-FM
(88.9), features alternative music
Monday-Thursday, from 6-9 p.m.,
on their contemporary rock show.
WEIU is not for the squeamish
though. If Material Issue and
R.E.M. is your idea of alternative
music then WEIU is probably not
for you. What WEIU does play is
a wide variety of truly alternative
music. The contemporary rock

show features bands
Pegboy, Pylon, Lydl
Mudhoney and Cloe
(whkh 120 Minutes fo
"too alternative" to pl
show), just to name a
If you feel that your
music needs are not
filled in Charleston, th
contemporary rock sho·
nitely worth listening to.
Mark ff.

•

agreem
with colu

1n

Dear editor:
I almost agree with
NOT.
Sure Clinton's views
ly important but views
are different things. I'll
he got married he vie·
faithful husband a good
his actions were obvl
ent. Cali me old fashl1
when I get married I'll be
my wife. I'll be promisl
on our wedding day.
Heck, if he can't keep
to the woman he love
really think he'll keep hi$.;
promis~~ t9 -~ ,b1,mch of

h~ ,?.0~~!1'tr.ve~,k11pw'?
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ung Democrats spark political revival on campus
e University Democrats elected Jim
u president of the organization and
ck Anderson vice president Tuesday
Bobby Smith, spokesman and reorgaof the group.
ith said he was inspired to rejuvenate
group this summer when he visited
ington, D.C. and spoke with Congan Glen Poshard.

"Poshard told me to get involved in a
Young Democrat's Club," Smith said.
"And I realized there was no organization
for democrats here.
"An educational institution needs diversity," Smith said. "It's time the Democratic
voice was heard."
"The goal of the University Democrats
is just that; to make people aware of the
organizatiun itself and of democrats, said
Patrick Anderson, vice-president of the
group.

Ballou said he expects the group to succeed at Eastern.
"We're at a critical stage right now,"
Ballou said. "I have confidence in who has
been supporting us.
"We want the org~nization to stay
around," he added.
The group will have two information
tables with literature and representatives
from the organization in Coleman Hall on
March 11 and 16 to make students aware of
the group's goills and plans, Ballou said.

The group also plans to increase its visibility by posting signs, holding large flyer
campaigns on campus and announcing all
of its meetings, he added.
Smith said each meeting will begin with
an open discussion on topics such as capital gains taxes and other current political
issues.
"Each week will have a specific topic,"
Smith said.
"Everyone likes to talk politics in any
major of study," Anderson said.

CAA to discuss Minority
Admissions Program
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

tion of an academic council on the
advisory committee performing the
search for the new president.
The Council on Academic
Several weeks ago, Sutton wrote
Affairs will discuss a proposal to to BOG Chancellor Thomas
review the Minority Admissions Layzell to request that a representaProgram at its regular 2 p .m. tive of an academic council, such as
Thursday meeting.
the CAA or the Council on
Ken Sutton, chair of the CAA, Graduate Studies, have a seat on
said at the last meeting a proposal the advisory committee.
to revise the Minority Admissions .
According to the agenda, Layzeli
Program was made and seconded responded by saying he would by the council.
bring the council's request up for
"The proposal would add a cate- discussion at the February board
gory ... of financial disadvantage, meeting. Sutton said the board
regardless of race," Sutton said.
rejected the request on the basis of
He added the proposal is only a precedent and because there are
measure of support for the concept already methods for getting many
of adding the additional category faculty members involved on the
because "the proposers understand committee.
that the university doesn't have the
The BOG is the governing board
money to expand the program."
for Eastern and four other state uniAlso on the agenda for versities.
Thursday's meeting is a proposal to
The Council on Academic
discuss the presidential search pro- Affairs Thursday will also discuss a
cedure.
new course proposal in the psySutton said he will discuss the chology
department,
the
Board of Governors' rejection of Psychology Forum.
the council's request for representan·(YC'onneiT, ·airadilate-"studenFmajoring in e nvi"i-enmental biology, gives ~ bath to a female fox snake
ed Jake at his office in the Life Science Building Wednesday afternoon. O'Connell says that bathing the
ke cuts down on parasites.

cholarship awarded for minorities
TERESA JOHNSON

Minority students in the Lumpkin College of
usiness are eligible to apply for the Business
.culty Scholarship Award, sponsored by faculty
the business department.
"The Business Faculty Scholarship Fund was
ated to enhance and increase minority enrollnt in the Lumpkin College of Business," said
unus Kathawala, chair of the department of
mputer and Operations Management. ·
Students must be either currently enrolled in the
umpkin College of Business or be admitted into
e college for fall 1992 to receive the award,
thawala said.
The scholarship is funded through gifts by six
embers of the business faculty: Dean Elmuti, Al

Joyner, Jyoti Prasad and Christie Roszkowski in
management marketing, Matthew Monippallil in
accounting and Kathawala.
Kathawala noted there will be at least one and
possibly two $1,200 scholarships for minority students.
Eligible students must demonstrate their need
for financial assistance, potent_ial for academic
achievement and success in leadership in areas of
business and government, he said.
Selection of scholarship re<;ipients and the
number of scholarship awards will be determined
by a committee consisting of a three- to fivemember faculty and administrative panel from the
Lumpkin College of Business, Kathawala -noted.
The application deadline for the scholarship is
June 1, and applications can be returned to 337
Lumpkin Hall, he added.

oncert features soloists from Eastern
Secular and sacred choral
usic will be the focus of a
ombined choral concert featur:ng Eastern 's Concert Choir,
ixed Chorus and Chamber
ingers at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
Dvorak·Concert Hall.
According to Robert Snyder,
irector of the Concert Choir
nd Chamber Singers, the conert will feature two settings of
e Mass text, one written by
aydn and the other by Seubert.
The Mixed Chorus, directed
y Robert Hills, will open the
oncert with the first setting of
e Mass titled "Mass in G" by
hubert. Hills said this piece is
a work in five movements for

soloists, the chorus and the
organ:
Featured on this piece will be
student soloists Sara Lawrence,
Cindy Contois, Heather Mc- ·
Arthur! Melissa Shaw, Brian
Downen and Adam Kozlavski,
along with organ accompaniment by student Steven Mccann, Hills said.
"This is a beautiful work," he
said. "We also have excellent
soloists."
The Chamber Singers will
take the stage to perform a variety of madrigals by composers
such as Pilkington, Regnard and
Wilbye, Snyder said. He added
the group will also perform
three of six selections from
"Sechs geistliche Lieder" by
Hugo Wolf.
Snyder said the Concert

Choir will perform sacred pieces by Purcell and Schuetz and
a sacred piece by Rossi that will
be. sung in Hebrew. The group
will also perform a secular piece
by Mechem.
Snyder added that stylistically and technically there is not
much difference between a secular and a -sacred piece.
The Concert Choir will close
the performance with another
Mass setting titled "Missa brevis Sancti Joannis de Deo" by
Haydn, Snyder said. He noted
this piece will be conducted by
graduate student Brian Downen.
"We're giving a varied concert that will be well-sung and
very enjoyable," said Snyder.
The concert is open to the
public and free of charge.

.

Lectures focus on diversity
By KIMBERLY HERMANSON
Staff writer

Racial diversity and its effects
on higher education will be one
focus of a lecture series
Thursday night.
Blandina Cardenas Ramirez,
director of the American Council on Education's Office of
Minorities in Higher Education,
will speak at Eastern 's "One
Nation: Many Voices" lecture
series at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
"She will be speaking about
how the demographics of the
nation- are changing' our society
and how it is making us once
again a nation of many colors,"
said Johnetta Jones, director of

minority affairs. "She will talk
about what it (diversity) means
in higher education and in
America in general."
Ramirez is a member of the
Civil Rights Commission and
director of the Educations Office of Minorities in Higher
Education, one of the major lobbying agencies for higher education in Washington D.C., Jones
said.
"Ramirez will speak on what
the impact (of diversity) will be
on higher education, the future
workforce and how we live
together," Jones said.
"One Nation: Many Voices,"
co-sponsored by the Woman's
Studies Council, kicks off a
month-long celebration of
· women's history.

Universal health care plan
insurance focus of lecture
Under this plan each state
would have an institution that
would handle all health insurance,
"Ninety-one percent of Ameri- although the state institutions
cans surveyed say that something would be under federal adminisneeds to be done about our current- tration. This would save money
health care insurance situation," because the institution would
said Dan Otto, a spokesman for negotiate with doctors annually to
the East Central Illinois Comm: set a flat fee for services, Otto said.
ittee for Universal Health.
Because the user would only
Otto was one of four speakers have to make payments to one
who addressed an audience of institution, the system would
approximately 35 individuals on become easier to use, he added.
universal health care at an open After the user paid the state, he
house Wednesday night at the St. would no longer have anything tO
Charles Catholic Church, 921 do with the billing process, Otto
Madison Ave.
explained.
The committee is in favor of the
Currently, users become disRusso Bill, a bill before the U.S. couraged because they have to
Congress that would provide uni- deal with both the health Cl\re
versal health care with a single industry and the insurance compapayer system.
ny, Otto said.
ByEAN ESKRA
Staff writer

I

•

Hsu -expects guest speaker
By KIM FROST
Staff writer

The Hispanic Student Union
plans to have a member of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
speak at its meeting at 6 p.m.
Th~y .in· the Greenup Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Blandina Ramirez, director of the
American Council on Education's
Of1ice of Minorities in Higher

Education, will speak to the organization as part of a lecture series
sponsored by the Minority Affairs
Office.
"Dr. Ramirez will meet with (the
Hispanic Student Union) members
_ and speak on Hispanics and higher
education and Latino issues that
affect members," sajci Karen
Medina, HSU vice president ·
· "We are really looking forward to
meeting her," Medina added.
"The organization will also

RHA.to discuss its

support for GuS Bl.ls
By COLETTE FLEMING
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association will meet at 5 p.m. Thursday at Thomas Hall.
At the meeting, RHA members will plan a separate meeting to discuss their support
involving the Gus .B us, said
Connie Catanzaro, RHA secretary.
"We've been asked to support
the Gus Bus in terms of manpower," she said. "We want to

get together with Robin Lyons,
who's in charge of the Gus Bus,
to ask questions about it."
One main concern of the
RHA is whether or not the Gus
Bus service is beneficial for all
the residence halls, Catanzaro
said. The RHA also plans to
investigate liability and insurance risks of the service, she
added.
According to Catanzaro, the
RHA wants to give all representatives the chance to ask questions concerning the Gus Bus.

Court: Sexually harassed ·
students may sue school
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sex- Byron R. White said, "A damages
ually harassed students may sue remedy is available for an action
to collect monetary dam_ages from brought to enforce Title IX." The
their schools and school officials, case had attracted additional
the Supreme Court ruled unani- attention because it was the first
mously Wednesday.
.
involving alleged sexual harassThe court, rejecting the Bush ment to reach the court since
administratioti's view, said Clarence Thomas became a jusCongress intended to let students tice.
try for such compensation when it
His Senate confirmation hearpassed a law known as Title IX of ings were marked by law profesthe Education Amendments of sor Anita Hill's allegations that he
sexually harassed her while she
1972.
. The decision is a victory for a worked for him at the Education
former Gwinnett County, Ga., Department and the Equal
high school student who sued Employment
Opportunity
over her alleged sexual encoun- Commission.
Wednesday's decision reversed
ters with a teacher who, she said,
pursued her ardently.
lower court rulings that had
. Marcia Greenberger, president thrown out Christine Franklin's
of the National Women's Law federal lawsuit against the
Center, hailed the ruling as "a Gwinnett County public school
major victory for women" that system. Her suit now will return
would "heighten the sensitivity of -to a federal trial court.
school officials to what's going
The lower courts had ruled that
on." "We're relieved, especially Title IX, which bars sexual bias
since the Bush administration had in educational programs receiving
taken the view that no damages federal funding, does not allow
were available," Greenberger alleged victims of intentional sex
said. "This is a major rebuke of discrimination to sue for monethe administration's contention. tary damages.
This decision is going to make a
Sexual harassment is the legal
big difference." The ruling does equivalent of sexual discriminanot affect sex-harassment law- tion.
suits by teachers.
Franklin's 1988 suit alleges
Congress gave them, and all that Andrew Hill, her ninth-grade
people who allege harassment in economics teacher at North
the workplace, the right to sue for Gwinnett High School, initially
·m onetary damages under the began trying to engage her in sex-Civil Rights Act of 1991.
ually suggestive conversations.
Writing for the court, Justice

Sell Your
Unwanted
Items in the
Daily
Eastern
News
Classifieds
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discuss a retreat, which is scheduled
for March 12," said HSU President
Ron Cannona.
The retreat, which will be held at
Charleston's Newman Center, will
replace the organization's meeting
that week.
Carmona said the Hispanic ·
Student Union also is still seeking
members to fulfill the minority
affairs and special events chair positions.

1

FOR RENT: LUXURY &
CONVENIENCE.
Furnished 2 br. apts. for 4
1/2 block to Rec Center.

ALL UTILITIES .INCL,
Coin Laundry on premises.
10 mo. lease.

~21.
WOOD REAL ESTATE

THURSDAY
STEAKNIG

345-4489

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, S

1 in 5 freshmen
earn below 'Cs'
in math, science

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

IMPORTD
DAY

SPRING~IELD

(AP) About one in five freshmen at
10 Illinois public universities
earned a "D" or failed their first
math or . science course, although· most met new college
entrance standards taking effect
in the fall of 1993, according to
a state study.
· But in English, only 7.1 percent of 69,217 first-year students enrolled in those schools
in the summer and fall terms of
1988, 1989 and 1990 earned
less than a "C," the state Board
of Higher Education found.
"Given the new information
age, the age of the computer,
we need to do a better job in
math and science," the study's
lead researcher, Ann Bragg said
Wednesday.
The new state goals for college freshmen in the fall of
1993 include four years of high
school English and three years
of math and science.
Universities have some leeway
in admitting students who don't
meet those requireme.nts but are
considerea qualified.
The study notes that students
aren't guaranteed success in
coll'ege by fulfilling those
goals.
"The level and content of the
courses completed, the grade
earned in each course, and the
academic standards of the high
school attended all contribute
to the adequacy of a student's
preparation," according to the
study.
About 82 percent of the
freshmen had three years of
high school math but 19.6 percent got a "D" or "F" in their
first college math class.
About 70 percent completed
three years of science but 18.9
percent made failing grades.
Freshmen fared better in
English: 84 percent had four
years of English; only 7.1 percent failed their first English
class.
In all three cases, the majority of those who failed had met
the 1993 ~oal.

"Even though the moon is farther
away from the earth, it's smaller"
~~/

n .ra.ft
N)1··1t ·,e,_ Jrf.f..f,
.

.

.

Jagermeister specials
and giveaways ·

All Import Dn

$1.50
Woodpecker Cid~
Guinness, lfarp
Double Diamond

Read
The Daily Eastern
News

Mon.-Sat.
~

.-i

11 a.m. - 9 p.
Bar Hours
11 a.m. - I a.m.

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Camp
Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
'" ·Furnished Units; r:;rx ~
·- • Ftee Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
.
• Balconies ·

St. James Place
jJJO

(il9S15r1'.J ~~tl;l;,~t.)

• 1 & 2 ~edroOui
• Fully :Ftiriiished
• A.C.
· • Newly Remodel1
• Laundry & Par~ ·

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

I
I
I
I

SAUSAGE & CHEES
I·~
PIZZA...TO GO!
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Now at Monlcal's, g~t a Med. (14•)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Just

$5.95

PUTm

$7.45 with a Large (16")Plzza
Good 7 Day9/Wllk
Carry.out thru 4'1M2.
anddellvery
Present this coupon
picking up order.

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

·--------------·····
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ate Rape

.
'

ictims of ac;quaintance rape can

fin~

'

-'

help ..and people who care
'

'

Illinois, state law makes no distinction
xual assault by strangers arid sexual
acquaintances. The Illinois Criminal
·. ult Law covers all forms of sexual
eluding sexual penetration: interal sex and penetration with an object.
onduct is also covered as far as touchfondling the sexual body parts, by force
icial Board. said even if a per~ated or has passed out and
· sexual act, that is still cont in the eyes of the law,"
friends who've been date
"similar, if not id~ntical with,s.
n feel stupid for not recognizing
s had abusive tendencies, feel
, guilty, and depressed, but some even
urther to question whether their actions
encouraged or gave incorrect sexual messages,
question trustworthiness of others,· and their
ability to judge other, s~id a date _rape pamphlet
put out by . the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual
Assault.
·
mpus. He
"Many, many women have fears about enterg number of ing other dating relationships in the future and
o and encour- other social encounters," Ibarra said.
capus organizaMen, fathers, brothers and boyfriends of
, a~~t,1~•.t,l'l'r' 1.~ic;.{!~~~!~~~~ ~ic~m~ have feelings and input in the sitv. ~. · ' ·' , · • anon also.
'
·to take advantage of
"If you have a younger sister, can you image
·have this urge to pun- the frustration and anger you'll feel if someone
r control," he said.
was to rape her?" he said. "I know I'd want to
situation is the bar scene kill the person who did it or put him behind
er friends and she become bars.
.
d a guy wants to take her
"These people are sick and I feel sorry for

the women who been victimized," he said. "I
know that something can be done, but there
are so few reported cases - women don't want
to go through that pain and trauma again."
IWhether rape cases are reported or not, the
victims have to live with it for .the ·rest of their
a heavy burden to bear,"
Ibarra
lives and "that's
'
said.
"The most important thing to remember is ·
it's not the rape victims fault because no one
has the right to violate another person's sexual
limits," he added.
Most dat(Z rapist are males who have
received incorrect impression about women an,d
sexuality. They believe in sex role stereotypes
an adhere to the following sex role expectations·: women say "no" but mean "yes," only
women are responsible for setting sexual limits,
men are supposed to push for sex and women
owe sex to dates who spend money on them.
"If a man has raped once, he will do it
again," he said. "They don't seem to realize. if a
woman says "NO," you don'f mess with it!" he
··
·
added.

;;

re men that women trust to
, b.ut he has more things
a walk home," Ibarra added.

__ i

a
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"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
ANGELCARE DAYCARE. The
Place for your child. We have first
and second shift openings. 3451333.

The Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
-Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to. The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern. News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an.advertisement.

Panama City Trips - $129-209.
Beach Front Rooms. Call Kim or
Kristen 581-8014.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1000
in one week. Plus receive a
$1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
~~~~ca2/18,20,25,27,3/3,5

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING Students
Needed!
Earn
$2000+/month & World travel
(Hawaii,
Mexico,
. the
Caribbean). Cruise Staff, Gift
Shop,
Tour
Guides,
WaitertWaitress, etc ... Holiday,
Summer and Career Employment available. No experience
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4548
ext. C251.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
ALASKA JOBS. Fishing, Education, Oil, Engineering & more.
Weekly info. ALASKEMP: (503)
754-6051 EXT.9.
---------~2128
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill our simple
"like/don't like" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925 Copyright
#IL 14KEB.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/Sc.HOOLS

Hnr WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMAilS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

&. FOUND

LOST

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spend the summer in the Catskill
Mtns. of NY. Receive a meaningful summer experience working in
a residential camp for persons
with developmental disabilities.
Positions are available for Counselors, Program Leaders, Cabin
Leaders, and Nurses. All students
are encouraged to apply-especially those who are majoring or
considering allied health fields.
Season dates: June 2 to August
21st. Good Salary, Room &
Board, ·and some travel
allowance. Call Denise 217-5818084. Or send letter to Camp
Jened, P.O. Box 483, Rock Hill
NY 12775. (914) 434-2220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
WORK OUTDOORS, SEPARATE NORTHERN MINNESOTA, BOYS AND GIRLS CAMP.
Seeking high-energy, up beat
individuals with a sincere interest
in children. Positions available
include: cabin counselors; boardsai Ii ng instructors, summer
instructors, sailing specialists,
swim directors, horseback directors, bicycle specialists, supervisory positions, cooks and kitchen
workers. To apply: Camp Thunderbird, 10976 Chambray Ct., St.
Louis, MO. 63141.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/28

CLASSIFIED

STILL AVAIIABLE

Students Cl Yes Cl No

------------=----

Ad to read:

348-0783
There's a reason we sell out.
No one offers what we do
for $249.00

L-------------------~

31 Tabula - 33 Un, deux, - 1 Treaties
37 School follower
"La Gioconda"
38 Blast-furnace
• • letter writer
part
11 Mikhail of chess
39 Frontal-bone
14Cruising
locale
15Grin
AO" ... kind friends,
1e Poetic pugilist
n Southern
constellation
43 Latvians
18 Some Prado
44:Baksheesh
paintings
a Musically
19 Operated
together
20 Welcomes
• 48-- a million
22 "Civil Elegies" . 47 Slangy assent
plodet f L' b
23 a yo ·1s on
24 "Fools l!~e my
- - ·. · · · Byron
HSaram
"Legend"
21 High: Comb.
form

48 Super Bowl XIV
team
49 Kettle and
Rainey
.
·w
51 . ease1
53 Emolument

5fJ Branch

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad
no. words/days

Payment:

Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
-!.,. -· -

#

•

"'

~ ~

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

USA-26

Inside Edition
Night Court
Cosby
Different World
Cheers
Wings
LA Law

News
Top Cops

News
Married...
Columbo

MacGyver

News

News
M•A•s•H

Tonight

Street Stories
Knots Landing

Current Affair
Lale Night
..

.

..

-•

••

•

Sportscenter
Colleae B-ball :
North Carolina
al Florida.
St.
College B-Ball:
UCLA at
Southern Cal

HardCopy

Primetime
Live
News

Love Connection
Johnny B
tig!CUne

SportsCenter

-

Star Shot
-

Murder She
Wrote
Movie: Cop

MacGyver
Equalizer

Jeffersons
Now Be Told
Movie:
Missing in
Action

1 Pain
2 Instrument in
Saul's time
3Custody
4 "Keeping - - /
In sort ot Runic
rhyme": Poe
5 Basket bc;>ttom's
center
•Doctrine
1 "Pack Up 'vour
Troubles"
suggestion
a Blarney's locale
9 Preface
10Thumbsup
11 Elephant's-ear
12 Senator
· Simpson
13 Director
Wertmuller
21 Syriac script
23 "O - - , amid
the blaze of
noon": Milton
25 Coronation time

Mystery!

Night Court

Being Served?
Movie

•

...........

166
169

27 "--Man's,
Man's, Man's
World"
28 "Libera nos
29 Burd_e ned
30 Hackneyed
32 Pithecanthropine, e.g.
34 Ramee's pen ·
name
35 Dig~stion
pathway
38 SwinQs around

Movie: Silent
Motive

Spencer: For
Hire
uary Shandling
Molly Dodd

•

182

L.A. Law

This Land

...

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge on,
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
office by noon one business day before the date of the ev1
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Frida~
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT!
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illeglbla
conflicting information will not be run.

DOWN

Wonderworks

Kojak

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will have their weekly meef
at 6:00 p.m. in CH310. We will continue planning Arnn
including fundraiser.
WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Bible Study of Ro
at 6:30 p.m at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. E'
come I
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will be m
at 7:00 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm, Union. Ben
speaking on WORSHIP. ALL STUDENTS WELCOME.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will meet at the rock at 7:15 at the
Manor.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA has a Blood Drive Calling today from
p.m. at the Housing Office.
THE COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION will have a r1
shop tonight at 7:00 p.m in CH109. Bring $3 dues to wo1
RHA will have a meeting today at 5:00 p.m. at Thomas
dinner at 4 :20 p.m. followed by 5p.m. meeting in Tho1
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY will have a weekly meeting ti
noon at the Panther Lair North, Union. Mike Zach fr1
Nebraska will speak out of John-Chapter 6.
L.E.A.D. is seeking participation from the co-founders to
new strong independent group. Come express your tho1
L.E.A.D. will have a meeting today at 3:00 p.m. in the
Rm. for anyone interested in making a change!
YOUNG PEOPLE INTERESTED IN SUCCESS will have
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in CH203. Killing time is killing su
is looking for people who want more out of life, people
achieve more and will not stop until that goal is reached.
us and get info on how io better yourself as an individual.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have a meeting ton:"
p.m. in the Green-up Rm. Members are urged to call the
HSU for more details concerning the meeting and tonight's
PHI GAMMA NU ACTIVES will have their weekly meeti1
5:30 p.m . in Lumpkin Hall, Rm: 017. We are having
tonight, so let's look sharp!
ROTC will have a lab today at 15:00 at Lantz Field.
assembling and disassembling the M16. Uniform is BOU':
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament ot
lion today at 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
EIU DANCERS will have company practice tonight at 6
·Sunday at 3:00 p.m. at the Dance Studio. BE THERE!
WEEKS BEFORE THE SHOWI

se"--totne •..
Sea": Synge
82Vigil
a Grave
es Modernismo's
Ruben-. . Chemin de - 87 Ownership
ea Passion
n Literary
monogram
70CART
champion: 1990
71 Emulate Axel
Paulsen

News

Movie

:

7 Nights at a Superior Quality :
Beach Front Hotel
:
(All Rooms Ocean View) :·
Deluxe Transportation In Our 1
Super Party Bus Included.
Call FRANK TODAY AT

.6

Ao FORM

Address:_:___ _ _' - - - - - - - - - - -

Dates to run

P~N::~ ~~ ~~~g~l! i

ACROSS

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone:

-H-A-LF-B-LO~C~K~F~R~O-M~C-A-M~PUS.

Two bedroom apartments. Low
utilities!!! Call 345-5022 today!!
_ _ _ca2/11, 13, 18,20,25,27
LEASING for fall-furnished apartments and houses. clean, excellent condition. No pets. 345-7286.
~~~-------5/1
ROOMS FOR RENT - 1808
NINTH-CHARLESTON. WOMEN
ONLY. INTERSESSION, SUMMER,
FALL
&
SPRING
SEMESTERS . FULLY FURNISHED, LARGE KITCHEN, PRlVA TE PARKING. $150 PER
MONTH + UTILITIES (708)7893772.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128
THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
1806 11TH, 1036 2ND; 2 BEDROOM APTS. 415 Harrison. Call
348-5032.
~~c=-=-oc=-c---~~~..,.,3/3
HOUSE FOR 8, FURNISHED,
CONVENIENT. C21, JIM WOOD,
345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
HOUSING LISTS AVAILABLE.
C21 WOOD, JIM WOOD 1525 A
STREET.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/20

r-------------------,
APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER, AND FALL. PHONE
348-7746.
oc----,---,-~c-=-c---.,.---5/1
Now renting for fall-2 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
2 subleasors needed for 2 bedrm.
apt. - May-Aug. All util. incl. Neat,
clean, rent negot. Call 345-3028.
.,,,---.,...,-.,.----,...--,,,,...,-----,-·2/28
Ratts University Drive townhouses. 2 bedrooms. 2 or 3 people.
Call 345-6115.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Eastern N ews

The
oaily

.Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
5/1

~

..

~

4

Simpsons --Drexell's Class
Beverly Hills
90120
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
IWKRP
Arsenio Hall

41 J.E.C.'s alma
mater
42Wedding
worker
so Smooth
52 Ponselle and
Price were
famous ones
53 Shuttle thread·
54 Birds' class

Carriers
G.I. Diary
Boy Soldiers

I

Coast to Coast

I Combat

Little House
oft Prairie

Natural World

I F~m:
!Emperors

Party Machine

I Disney:

HURSg
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'US SQUARE APTS. 2 or 3
m for 2-3 students. 1O mo.
. Call 345-31 00 from 3-9
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/6
leasors needed for 2 bedrm.
May-Aug. All util. incl. Neat,
,, rent negot. Call 345-3028.
'
2128
=s1NGER APARTMENTS
9TH STREET. 1 block east
Main. Completely furnished.
·2 bedroom apt., available
1er only. Call 345-7136.
~------~2128
· ny Ridge Townhouse - 1-5
les for 1992-93. Includes
er/dryer, micro, GD, dish:her, and more. Call 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/6
1CIOUS THREE BEDROOM
RTMENT, EXCELLENT
DITION. QUIET RESIDEN,L APARTMENT BUILDING
300
HARRISON.
:O/MONTH . 10 MONTH
.SE. DAVID MCGRADY, 11116, LEAVE MESSAGE,
3/2
..-..~RG~E~Ho-us~E~S~O~N-9=T~HST.
SBA FOR 6 GIRLS & 1436
FOR 5 GIRLS. CALL B & K
'ALS AT 345-6621 OR 348-

1

5/1
iBR APT, 2 BLOCKS SO. OF
IWNTOWN, ON 6TH ST.
B & K RENTALS AT 345:1 OR 348-8349.
b
5/1
ii HOUSE FOR 5 PEOPLE AT
MADISON. CALL B & K
'ALS AT 345-6621 OR 3485/1

~R-H~O~U~S~E~FO
_
R_6_P~E~O~PLE

19 4TH ST. CALL B & K
'ALS AT 345-6621 OR 348~-------5/1
:R HOUSE FOR 3 PEOPLE
1307 4TH ST. CALL B & K
ALS AT 345-6621 OR 348---------"-=
~ 5'-1_

Female subleasors needed for
summer. Best location! Only
$138/month. Call Jenny at 3485389.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___3/6
SUBLEASORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. GREAT LOCATION!
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. ASK
FOR BRANDON AT 345-7302.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11
Summer Subleasor needed. 3-5
people for Brittany Ridge Apt.
Very nice. Please call 345-1494.
,-,-----~---,--·2128
Very nice 2 bedroom house on
18th street. Completely furnished.
New furniture . COMMERCIAL
POOL TABLE included. Also
water and garbage. $21 O/each for
two. 345-4508.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2127
Morton Park Apartments has one
apartment left for girls. Two bedrooms . Completely furnished.
New furniture and ceiling fans.
Water, garbage, and cable TV
included in rent. $200/each for
two. $160/each for three. 3454508.
2127
2-Q~UA-Ll=T~Y~H~O-U~S~E~S~1· 1/2
BLOCKS FROM OLD MAIN. 6
BOYS EACH. 2-3 BATHS, 5-6
BEDROOMS, 92-93 SCHOOL
YEAR, FURNISHED. 348-8406.
5/1
~5~B~E=D~R~O~O~M---,-,H~O~
U~S~E-=FUR-

NISHED 1 OR 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APT FOR SUMMER, FALUSPR. 348-5937.
~~---~---~·3/4
4-6 girls for quality house. 92-93
school year, near Old Main, 3
bedrooms, furnished. 348-8406.
5/1

1:11111· ·::1::11~ 11111 1 1:1 :1 1:1: 1:1
'86 Pontiac 6000. Exe. working
cond. 46,000 miles. Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/1
IBM compatible computer, color
monitor, 640K 30meg hard drive,
VIQPPY drives,.mouse. 5131-5530

ree bedroom ilouse· 9t2- Divi· - $700~
1n, Charleston. Partially fur5/1
1ed. Large kitchen, backyard.
Tan carpet. Good condition. 12 x
1ales only. Available Fall '92.
8. $45 obo. Call 581-8062. Ask
5316.
for Marc or Allen.
.___ _ _ _ _ __ 2/28
5/1
sing for Fall, 1992. Nice
STEREO IN GREAT CONDlrtments, close to campus . TION. INCLUDES: INTEGRATED
:ments for 2, 3, 4, and 6 stuRECEIVER, CASSETTE DECK,
ts. One person efficiency
TURNTABLE, FOUR SPEAKERS
ilable also. Call 345-7248.
AND CABINET. $395. CALL 348..___ _ _ _ __ _.3/5
8174AFTER5:00P.M.
1r rent - Available August 1,
5/1
1wly remodeled 5 bedroom
Muscle car 70 Monte Carlo. $2000.
1se with 2 sun porches & lots
Kenwood receiver 250 watts per
ace. Call Eli Sidwell & Assochannel. $200. 581 -5717.
tes. 348-0191 .
5/1
For sale: '77 Caprice Classic. No
.__----,---,-- - -3/3
r rent - one bedroom apartrust. $500. Call 348-8545 after 5
1nt available June 1 and one
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
room apartment available
1gust 1. Walking distance to
Scooter: Honda Elite, SOcc, 2 per. Call Eli Sidwell & Associson , 1 1/2 years old, red, fun !
. 348-0191 .
$1200. Call Melanie 348-0975.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
~-------3/3

Out of Order by ·scott Rhine

MAC CLASSIC 2000K HARD
DISK 40,000K. INCLUDES KEY;
BOARD , MOUSE, DISKPAD ,
COVERS , SOFTWARE, 1-YR.
WARRENTY. 581-6848.
____________5/1
AKC Rothweiller puppies, 8
weeks, 3 females left. 2 black, 1
brown. $200 OBO. 348-1993.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED: 89
Mercedes ..$200; 86 VW ..$50; 87
Mercedes .. $100; 65 Mustang .. $50. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details
801-379-2929
Copyright
#ll14KJC.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16
4 multimile HP tires , 3/4 tred
remaining (P195/60R15 87H)
$150.00 (217)849-2994.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _2127
FOR SALE: Karate leg - Stretching machine & "power stretcher".
Use seated and back-lying. $200
348-5189.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

1111:11111111
: ·1111111: 1
LOST: black Nike bag on 2nd
Street, Sunday afternoon. Medication inside is needed. Please
contact at 345-7939.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2127
LOST: Sharp calculator outside
Science Building. Call 348-5596.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
FOUND: GOLDEN RETRIEVER.
Approx. 1-2 years old. Call Dave
or Wendi 345-6167.
3/2
~
LO~s=T~:=B=R~O~W~N~L=E~A=TH~E=R~COAT

IN ROOM 109A COLEMAN. If
honest call, 581-6578.

Chi Alpha - Christ's Ambassador's will be meeting in the
Bridge Lounge Wed. at 7:00 p.m.
E;nioy a thought provoking study
on the Holy Spirit.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/6
STUDENT GOVERNMENT WILL
HOST A FORUM THURSDAY,
FEB. 27, AT 7:00 P.M. IN LAWSON HALL LOBBY. Presidential
Search and House Bill 1727
(RE:BOG) to be discussed.
COME OUT AND BRING YOUR
QUESTIONS ABOUT T HESE
AND/ OR OTHER CAMPUS
ISSUES!
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____2127
RICK - Formal was great! "How
'bout a romantic carriage ride?"
Love ya lots, Shannon.
----=-------~·2127
Julie Babcock and Michael
Godeck - CONGRATULATIONS
on getting lavaliered! You two are
the best! PHI SIG Love-Kristina.
~--,--~-----·2127
Greek Sing Committee meeting
at 8:00 in Casey Room. Tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2127

Rules & Games Committee meeting at 6:00 p.m. in Oakland
Room. Tonight!
=--,----=----,---~·2127
Elections Committee meeting at
8:00 p.m. 3rd floor union. Tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2127
AST DANCE-A-THON: Come join
the AST's and KDR 's for an
unforgettable day! Sat., Feb. 29,
1:30-6:30 p.m., at Stu's. Only $1 !
Specials and give-a-ways.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _21.27
QUARTER BEERS TONIGHT AT
TED'S . NO COVER . $1.00
AMARETTO SOURS, SCREWDRIVERS, ETC. COME SEE DJ
SCOTT
_
_ _EDMUNDSON.
_ _-,-_ _ _2127
JOHN NAVICKAS: HAPPY 22ND
BIRTHDAY! FROM BONE ,
YOUR LOVING GIRLFRIEND
JANETTE, LAURA, BUNHEAD,
BLONDIE, MAR AND YOUR LITTLE FRIEND JANET.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ .2127
TAMSTER: CONGRATULATIONS ON ENTERING I-WEEK.
GOOD LUCK AND I CAN'T WAIT
TO PARTY WITH YOU SOON!
LOVE
YOUR
BESTEST
COUSIN, CRITTER.
~~--,,--~~,----·2127
NICK, JOHN, JR., FRANK, SEE
YOU AT TED'S TONITE. $.25
BEERS & NO COVER. SCOTT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
BETH VEBERG: Happy 21st
Birthday to the greatest person I
know. Get ready for an allnighter! Love, Kathy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2127
Congratulations to SCOTT
BRYAN of DELTA TAU DELTA
for being named Senior of the
Year.
·
,-,-,~~~~---~·2127
LAURA DILL, We are looking forward to a great year with you.
Congrats on becoming our new
sweetheart. Love, Dells.
~~o-=7"'7-=-~~=-=--·2127
CHRISSY WISCOMBE: Congratulations on being chosen as our
1992-93 CABINET DIRECTOR!
TAU Love, your sisters.
7=.,.-,,-=7_,-,-,7=_,--,,-----,-·2127
STACEY HAMM: Congratulations
AST Scholar of the Weeki
-,.-,-,~~~~~=--=--~2127
JANELLE LAPORE: Congratulations AST Active of the Week! ·
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _2127
ATTENTION HOMECOMING
CO-CHAIR APPLICATIONS ARE
STILL AVAILABLE IN ROOM 201
IN THE UNION. THEY WILL BE
DUE FRIDAY FEB. 28 AT 4 P.M.
SIGN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW WHEN YOU TURN IN
YOUR APPLICATION.
2127
A
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OM I NG
CO-CHAIR APPLICATIONS ARE
STILL AVAILABLE IN ROOM 201
IN THE UNION. THEY WILL BE
DUE FRIDAY FEB. 28 AT 4 P.M.
SIGN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW WHEN YOU TURN IN
YOUR APPLICATION.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.2127

Michelle Manning : Congratulations on entering I-Week! I'm so
proud of you . You will make a
great Alpha Phi Active! Love Your
A-Mom, Jenny.
~~-~~~~-~~·2127
KELLY, SUE, MICHELLE, LYNN,
SEE YOU AT TED'S TONITE.
$.25 B.EERS & NO COVER.
SCOTT.
--~------~2127
Angie 'Ard-Congrats on I-Week.
We're really proud of you. Just
wait till Saturday! Mom & Dad.
-----~---~2127
Sarah Welsh : Congrats on !Week. We couldn't have asked
for a better daughter! Look forward to Saturday Kiddo! Love,
Matt and Tracy.
---------~2127
Scotty Bryan, Congratulations on
outstanding Senior. You really
deserve it! Only 10 more days, so
hang in there! Thanks for an awesome weekend. Love, Kelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Tom Biewald, Thanks for dancing, limbo, and talk. I had a great
time. Love, Kelly.
~--=c~~~,-,--:'~,--~2127
KEVIN CONNELLY, Thanks for a
GREAT time last weekend ll
Beware of TRUCKDRIVERS...and
DON~ STEP ON MY BLUE
SUEDE SHOES! Love, MARJIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
PRINCESS: Do you have any
choc. syrup? Call Joe and ask
him! Phi Sig love, your Roomie.
---------~2127
Congratulations to the Women of
Sigma Sigma Sig[Tla for your
Academic Excellence last
semester. Love the Women of
Panhellenic Council.
=--o---,-,-----,.-o-=--o--=o---c'2127
Beth, Kendyl, Cheryl: Thanks for
being here for me. I couldn't have
made it with out you guys. Love,
Gayle.
=----=-------,-.,.,.,--7'"·2127
Shea, Suzanne and Kim of AST:
Thanks for all your help, you guys
are really great. Can't wait until
next year...Chips and Salsa anyone. HA, HA. Tau Love, Paula.
---------~2127
IFC/PANHEL: 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL TOURNI AT LANTZ GYM
on Feb. 28-29 . FOR MORE
INFO. , call 581-6563 OR 3454133.
~-~~~~~~~~2128
PHI SIGS , THANKS FOR A
NIGHT OF BOWLING & FUN .
DELTS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
TAN LINES FOR SALE .
JAMAICAN TAN starting Monday
open 8a.m. - 2 p.m ., 5 p.m. - 9
p.m., Mon-Fri. 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Sat.
Many openings . 1O sessions=$22. Call for appoint. 3480357.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 3/4
Tamee Hussar - Congratulations
on entering I-Week! I'm very
proud and happy for you. Your
mom loves you. A-Phi love, Jen.
---------~2127

Calvin and Hobbes

PIKE FIGHT NIGHT APRIL 24,
25. Rules and Regulations will be
dispersed to all houses in 1 week.
=----~,-,-,,.,,_-~2127
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to thank our dreamgirl
KELLIE CUTLER of ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA for her hard
work and dedication. You are the
best!
~-~~~-~~__,,_,.2127
JEN WATSON: HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE BEST KIDDO AND
FRIEND EVER ! I LOVE YA!
LOVE, NIKOLE.
------~-__,2127
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Bulls trounce Bullets 122-103
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael Jordan scored 26
points and Scottie Pippen added 24 as the Chicago
Bulls coasted past the Washington Bullets 122103 on Wednesday night.
The win was the Bulls' seventh in their last
nine games and improved their home record to 253. They are 46-11 overall.
Washington is 10-18 on the road and 18-37
:>verall.
·
The Bulls have won won six straight over the
Bullets, who last won in Chicago in April 1988.
The 122 points were 12 over the Bulls' average,
while the Bullets finished right on their average of
103.
Ladell Eackles paced the Bullets with 19
points, Harvey Grant had 18 and A.J. English 17.
The Bulls put the game away in the first half.
Harvey Grant's 18-foot jumper at 7:22 of the sec:>nd quarter cut Chicago's lead to 42-36, but then
the Bulls went on a 27-11 run in the final 7:04 to
build a 69-47 halftime advantage.

Jordan had 15 points, Pippen 12 and Horace
Grant and B.J. Armstrong 10 apiece at the break.
Washington's Harvey Grant had 14 points and
English added 13.
The Bulls shot 60 percent in the first half and
committed just two turnovers, neither leading to
any Washington points.
On the other hand, the Bullets shot 46 percent
and made 10 turnovers leading to 13 Bulls points.
Jordan had 11 points and Horace Grant 10 in
the first quarter which ended with the Bulls ahead
34-22. In the last 3:36 they outscored the Bullets
12-2.
In the third quarter, the Bulls outscored the .
Bullets 37-26, with Pippen getting 12 points and
Jordan 11. Their hot shooting continued with the
Bulls hi tting 58 percen t of the ir s hots to
Washington's 41 percent.
Both clubs used their substitutes for most of the
fourth quarter, when the benches were cleared.

Lady

LAS VEGAS (AP) - While
attorneys for coach Jerry Tarkanian contemplated their next
move in a bitter fight with UNLV
administrators, supporters of
embattled university president
Robert Maxson planned a pep
rally Thursday in favor of academics at the school.
UNLV players, meanwhile,
pressed ahead with plans to sue
to get the seventh-ranked Runnin' Rebels in the NCAA tournament, despite reservations by
some about the success of the
suit.
"They say they've got a legitimate case and they're going to
fight it," said junior guard Dexter
Boney. "But it all may be for
nothing and that can be discouraging." Attorney Steve Stein,
who represents the players, said
they were unanimous in supporting the suit, which he said would
be filed either Friday or Monday
in state court in Nevada.
Stein declined to discuss the
substance of the suit, but said he
will ask a judge to issue a temporary restraining order and later an
injunction to allow the Rebels a
chance to compete in the postseason tournament.
"We're going to file," Stein
said. "The players are all for it."
UNLV, 24-2 and riding a 21game winning streak, was
banned from live television and
postseason play this year ~s the
resolution of a 13-year battle
between Tarkanian and the
NCAA
Tarkanian, who agreed to the

said. "They are probably much
more relaxed about this game
than we are. We are in the heat
of a conference race. We are not
taking them lightly at all. At this
point we don't have a whole lot
to lose.
"I've got a senior dominated
team and I hope that experience

and leadership will come
through at this point in the season."
One thing Boyer picked up
from the last game is that anyone of the Eastern players can
explode at any time.
. "Eastern Illinois is very talented. But they have some
shooters," Boyer said. "Tracy
Roller is capable of popping off
20 or 30 points a night and
Carolyn Hagerty is great threepoint shooter and she's also versatile enough to go inside.
Sheriel Brown had a great game
that night. Nicky Polka is not a
freshman any more. She's been
through it. She's not inexperienced. She's quick and has good
ball handling ability."

answer is an easy one - no. It is
going to take the Cubs a lot
more than money from t heir
bankroll to get themselv es their
first National League pennant
since 1945 and first World
Championship since 1908.
I'm not saying that I know
what the Cubs should do to turn
themselves into winners. If any- _
one had the answer for that they
would be making a ton of
money and should be eligible
for a Nobel Prize of some sort.
For the Cubs' sake, they better get more out of a $6 million

investment in Sand berg than
Heck if he does get all that
they did in last season's $3 mil- money, the Cubs may as well
lion investment bomb of pitcher bring him to the mound in
Danny Jackson.
blowouts instead of minute outSandberg must be Mr. fie Ider Doug Dascenzo. If
Everything for the Cubs if the Sandberg, by some act of God,
investment is to pay off for were lucky enough to pick up
them. He will have to do more just two victories, the average
than hit 25 home runs, drive in amount of money the Cubs paid
100 runs and have a batting him per victory would equal
average of over .300. He must what they paid Jackson, a regube a vacuum at second base and lar starter for the Cubs, a year
finally get some grass stains on ago per win - $3 million.
his pretty uniform by diving
Also, don't be surprised to
whole-heartedly after grounders · see Sandberg sit out more this
for a change.
year_with some tic-tac injuries .

§ From page l 2A

The win has put more fun into
the practices.
"Practices have been great,"
Hilke said. "The kids have been
in a right frame of mind.
Everybody is pumped up and
positive with what we are doing
right now. We just look to
improve on a daily basis. You
fon 't get better all of the sudfon. You just have to keep
working at it."
Boyer is aware of the emotional high Eastern is riding
ifter the win and is hoping her
team uses its experience to come
chrough with a win.
"They have to feel pretty
good about the win," B oyer

Tarkanian's coaching jo
with UNLV still uncertain

Gateway Conference
Southwest Missouri State
SIU-Carbondale
Illinois State
Bradley
Wichita State
Indiana State
Drake
Western Illinois

Cont.

Overall

13-1
12-2
9-6
8-6
7-7
7-8
6-9
4-10

21-2
18-5
12-12
14-9
10-15
10-14
10-13
8-15

3-11

7·16

3-12

4-19

EASTER_
N
Northern Iowa

~

ban so last year's talent-I
team could compete in the
nament, has said he won't
the team in the playoffs ev
they manage to get in.
Tarkanian 's attorney, C
Thompson, said Wednesday
the coach remained firm in
conviction that he has resc·
resignation he gave to M
last summer after pictures
published of former UNLV
ers in a hot tub with conv'
game fixer Richard Perry.
Thompson said Tarkani
continue to act as though
coach, even past Tuesday's
game against Utah State, the
game of the regular seaso
the Rebels.
"We're going to go ah
act like he's the coach,"
son said. "It's our plans to
Jerry in his office on the
(of March), the third a
fourth." Maxson was not ·
diately available for co
Wednesday, but said ear ·
Tarkanian 's resignation w
mally accepted.
Thursday's planned
billed as a grassroots
tion supporting the side
demics in the battle that
terly divided both the
and the Las Vegas comm
The rally outside the
ty's student union was sc
to coincide with a mee ·
University of Nevada B
Regents, but university
man Tom Flagg said it
ther "basketball bashing'
rally in support of Maxson.

Cubs
•From page 12A

-

-

will ,start to charge the fans
nore to see the games. The way
:he economy stands right now,
1ot too many people are going
:o be able to spend $10-12 for
Jpper deck seats at Wrigley
Field, three bucks for a hot dog.
mother four for a beer to watch
l bunch of lifetime losers like
:he Cubs.
The next question I have is if
:he Cubs pay Sandberg all of
:hat money, is it going to help
:>etter the Cubs as a team? The

Whether it's an in-grow
nail, a br.uise on his
migraine headache at
sure bet that Ryno won
priceless bod on the I
isn't at 100 percent.
Just give them some
the Cubs always m
shoot themselves in
just wonder how they
up next?
- Don O'Brien is
editQr for The Daily
News.
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ungman provides consistency
FARROLL
r Heather Youngman is not
'est player on the court, nor
a low key player, she just
job.
'snot the flash, but she's the
der behind it," said Eastern
Barb Hilke. "She's just done
e have asked her to do. She
't shoot the lights out and she
't take dumb shots. You
have to beg her to shoot.
not a prolific shooter, but she
scorer. Her rebounding,
ing and her understanding
game is what makes her a
layer."
· is Youngman 's second seaa full time starter. This seae averaging 9.5 points per
and 6.5 rebounds per game.
'd she would like to be a betr and rebounder.
would like to be a higher scor1 am," said Youngman. "I
like to bring my rebounds up
they were last game.
m happy with my perfore," Youngman said. "Last
I came off a good rebounding

in the steal category," Youngman
said. "I love stealing the ball. That
gets me pumped up."
Hilke added that Youngman has
a lot of good leadership qualities
that she hopes will carry into next
season.
"She hates to lose," said Hilke.
"She hates to be a part of that and
she is doing all she can to be part of
a winning equation. I think that is
real positive for our program."
Youngman said that she believes
"
gman tied a career high as she can come back and be a leader
bbed 12 rebounds in the win on next year's team because she
win over Indiana State on was always trying to direct traffic
y.
on the court this year.
made an emission this year
"I consider myself someone on
play to always be around the the floor who is real vocal,"
d has really gotten after the Youngman said. "So it won't be a
and has probably been the big change to be someone that is
consistent rebounding for- real vocal."
out of the entire crew," Hilke
Hilke attributes a lot of her sucabout the six-foot political sci- cess to Youngman 's high school
major. ''There may have been coach at Brebeuf High School in
tance or two where a player Indianapolis.
have gotten a monstrous board
"She understands the game
you remember more, but she's · ~ell," Hilke said. ''.She had a great
~a~ i!!..~9-~Y._Q_ut__p@ing_ _h~h school coacg m ~lan _Vickery.
down in crucial situations."
He was a tough coach. He made her
e stat that Youngman is proud the player she is because she came
her steals. She leads the team in here with really fundamental
48 steals.
·
skills. Not especially flashy."
like the fact that I am up there
Hilke added that Youngman is

pretty much a complete player, but
she would like to see her shoot a bit
more.
"She needs to get a little more
confidence in actually putting up ·
the shot," said Hilke. "If her game
maintains a little more strength is
going to have a great senior year.
"She makes everybody else's
game look better," Hilke said. "She
makes a good pass and she makes
you look like you are taking a great
shot because she saw it all develop.
She makes a good defensive play
and hedges at the right time you
look good because you kid didn't
run on you."
Youngman said she saw
improvement from the beginning of
the season to the end of the season.
"I definitely progressed,"
Youngman said. "I have the tendency to start the season really slow. I
wasn't scoring anything near double figures and wasn't rebounding
as well as I have been last season. It
takes me a while to get going
throughout the season. My points
are up, steals and rebounding. I just
play a lot better. I don't know if
what was because the team was so
young and they needed to gel."
Youngman said that as far as the
next four games are concerned, the
team will probably play better
because there is no pressure.
"We are know we are not going
to be in the tournament so we just
say to ourselves 'let's go out there
and have fun,"' said Youngman. "If
we win a game then it going to be,
an upset to people trying to get into
the tournament. As a team we play
much better without the pressure.
The mistakes are not as frustrating.
We go out there to have fun. We
leave the lockerroom and everybody is really pumped up.
''The year has been a disappointment, but it's been fun," She said.
"Everybody always says that 'there
is next year and I am very positive
that next year is going to be a great
year for us."
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SPECIAL
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Eastern looks to continue wi.nning streak at Bradl
Lady Panthers go on the road for reven
Boyer said she and her players are concerned
playing Eastern, which is 3- l l in the conference
16 overall.
In their last match-up, Bradley defeated
"I'm real worried about Eastern and I know my
the Lady Panthers 90-86 in a triple overtime are worried about Eastern," Boyer said. "We are c
nail biter at Lantz gym.
ly not looking past them at all. We are well aw
Although Bradley won the first game, both what they are capable of and we've been looki
Eastern coach Barb Hilke and Bradley coach game films."
Lisa Boyer know the final battle 7:30 p.m .. .
"Her kids know they have to win and they w'
Thursday in Peoria will be an emotional fired up and we have to respond," Hilke said. "
game.
not in the race, but we are definitely playing pretty
"I think there is a lot of respect there for right now."
both teams," Hilke said. "It was one of those
"We can probably drop one game, but we can not
games that when you finished it was like two games," said Boyer. "If we stay in control w
ending a war. Both teams were exhausted. lose any games. I think that is real critical that y
Both teams had given everything they had to able to control your own destiny."
win."
Hilke added that in order to win her players are
"I think after a triple overtime win at their to have to contain Lady Brave Micah Bingema
place, Eastern is going to be ready to play us scored 27 points in the win over Eastern on Feb. 1.
regardless of what they did this past week"Micah Bingeman must be held down a little
end," Boyer said. "It was a very tough game Hilke said. "She just came off Gateway Player
down there. Either team could have won. Week. She's had great games since she has play
Probably both teams deserved to win.
She really got her confidence level up against us. I
"It was a spectator's dream, but a coaches she will be all that more pumped to keep that up. I
nightmare_, " Boyer said. "Every possession she is a a big factor in what they are doing right no:
was so stressful and neither team could pull
The Lady Panthers put their eight-game losing
away."
to a stop with a win over Indiana State Saturday.
Presently, the Lady Braves, who are 8-6 in said she is not looking to go into _the last four g
conference and 13-9 overall, sit in fourth the season looking to come out with four must wi
place by one game and looks like they are
"I hate to put that much stress on a game
headed to the Gateway's Conference's post what we are doing right now is just playing and
season tournament. They still have to face play together as hard as we can, enjoy each game
Southern Illinois, which is second in the the chips fall where they may because we think
Gateway wi~h a 12-2 conference mark. (the the ticket to be successful right rtbw," Hilke s
l top four teams in the Gateway at the end of
put that much stigma on a game at this point is Ju
MARI OGAWA/Associate photographer the regular season go to the tournament. If
with
our record."
Eastern's Nicky Polka puts up a shot during a recent practice in Laritz
Gym. The Lady Panthers travel to Bradley Thursday for a 7:30 p.m. there is a tie for fourth, then the teams which
§Continued on page JOA
are tied will advance as well.)
contest with the Braves.
By KEITH FARROLL

Staff writer

,'

.

-·

By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

The women's tennis team's
season has already gotten under
way and if its first tournament is
any indication of things to come,
they should be in good shape.
Coming off of a 3-5 fall season, the Lady Panthers did not
panic and head coach John Ross,
in his first year as coach, believe
that this spring season has the
makings of a big year.
Ross said he will try to instill
a team first attitude on the team
rather than having players worry
about individual goals.
"I'm trying to develop a team ·
concept," Ross said. "I don't
believe that one person is more
. important than the others."
Eastern had some strong per- mances·Ross said he.believes his
formances in the Principia teams success · will continue
Invitational that they competed throughout the year.
in to start the season.
"I think it is an indication of
Jill Bachochin made it all the · how our season will go," Ross
way to the finals before she lost said. "The girls have worked
to Debbie Michelson of Wash- extremely: hard ·in the offseason
ington University 6-2 6-3. and the. first month of the seaBachochin won her first round son.
singles match against Amy Bond
"If we can keep our intensity
of the University of Missouri by up and our work ethic up then I
the score of 6-2 6-1. She then think it' will really pays di viwent on to defeat Alison Olynyk dends come conference tournaof Principia College 4-6 7-5 6-4 ment time. We should be tough
to reach the final.
to beat and should surprise some
Teammate Theresa Romage teams."
was also in the same bracket as
In the Flight 2 bracket of the
Bachochin and she too picked up Invite, Eastern dominated, hava c_ouple of victories. She ing two players reach the final.
received a bye in the first round Samantha Wulfers and Dawn
and went on to defeat Jessica Bronnon both made it to the
Thomas of Principia 6-2 6-1.
final round and were scheduled
With these strong perfor- to play _each other for the cham-

Cubs just wasting their
time in signing Sandb

pionship. Ross made them play a
best two out of three tiebreaker.
Wulfers, who received a first
Back in the late 1970s actor Lee Majors
round bye, defeated Erica
played
the lead role io the action show- "The
Schnedt of the University of
$6
Million
Man." After running in re-runs for
Missouri 6-1 6-0 to advance to
a couple of years following the show's cancelthe next round. In the semi-final
lation, I thought I had seen the last of the $6
round Wulfers beat Rachel
-million
man.
Margolis of Washington 6-3 6-1.
Now,
thanks to the stupidity of the Chicago
Bronnon reached the final
Cubs, the $6 million man may return in the
with an impressive win over a
form of second baseman Ryne Sandberg.
tough Washington opponent,
According to an article in the Chicago SunElizabeth Kelsey. She escaped
Times
the Cubs, or Scrubs as I often refer to
with a narrow 7-5 7-5 decision
them, have offered Sandberg $31 million over
to earn the right to go up against
a five-year span. A figure that averages out to
Wulfers in the final.
more
than $6 millio~ a year for the length of the contract.
. Ross expects good things
Majors'
character, Col. Steve Austin, could do everything
from his doubles teams as well,
him on the show. All it took was some readjusting of w·
and he wasn't disappointed durbionic arm and leg panels and he was unstoppable. He kic
ing the Invite although they ran
bad guys butt.
into the 14th ranked team in
While Sandberg may not have built-in control panels on
Division III, in Washington.
and legs or a bionic eye like Col. Austin, he is a pretty good'
"I hoped to get two teams in
baseman. But is he worth $6 million a year just to chase a
the final round," Ross said. "But
around a ballpark? Ijust'don't think so.
we ran into some good players
. There isn't an athlete in this world, or any other, that is
on Washington. They're not
million
a year just to play a sport. After the New York M
· ranked 14th for nothing. They
Bobby
Bonilla
to a five-year contract at ail average salary
are a real good te·am."
million,
I
figured
that the six million mark would soon fall
,
Bachochin and Romage
idea
that
the
Cubs,
who be-fore the recent free agent
teamed up in double's play to
reach the final, but were beaten · past few years were one of the biggest cheapskates in
leagues, would be the team schucking out all that dough to
by Debbie Michelson and
er.
Elizabeth Kelsey of Washington
Just a few years ago Andre Dawson wanted to play for
by the score of 6-3 6-3.
so
badly (Why? I don't know.) ilia~#~ signed the c
The Lady Panthers compete in
made
the Cubs fill in the dollar amount of the ·contract. So
the Gateway Conference and
did
the
Cubs plunk down for the perennial All-Star
Ross said that there are definite$500,000
for one year, a year in which Dawson won
ly some quality teams to look
Valuable
Player
Award for the last place team. That inci
out for.
the Cubs cheapness.
"Drake is the favorite to win
Now just where is all of this free spending on players g ·
the individual conference," Ross
the
league? I think the league is going to begin to lose money
said. "Southern is a very good
all
of
the high salaries that have been dished out over the
team and Illinois State is also a
years. Who is paying for most of these salaries? The fans.
good team."
• Continued on page JOA
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Frosh dominate Panther tennis
By Matt Maharg

The spring season has started for the men's tennis team,
which owns an 0-2 record after
dropping matches to Marquette
and Bradley at an indoor facility in Pekin earlier this month.
The Panthers lost to
Marquette 9-0, and Bradley 54. "Marquette is one of the
strongest teams on our schedule," eighth-year coach John
Bennett said. "They are one of
those schools that have an
advantage in affording
scholarships to two outstanding
players from Puerto Rico."
. Bennett thought the team
was quite capable of handling
Bradley, however. "It would've
been a close match, but I
thought we could've won if we
wouldn't have been without
one of our key players."
Bennett was speaking of Jeff
Streu!, a senior who had to
miss the action because of a
sickness. Streul plays the number three spot and is one of
three seniors along with Dan
Beres and Jay Meyer.
The rest of the squad is
made up of six freshmen.
George Macey is at the number
one spot and had a 4-1 dual
meet record last fall. At
number two is Pat Mellin.
Despite the combination of six
freshmen and three seniors,
Bennett still sees improvement
over last year. "I'd say we' re a
full step better than last year in
terms of attitude and talent. I
think a lot of that has to do
with the fact that we're in better shape this year than we've
ever been because we worked
out in the weightroom all
through finals last fall."
"After break, we just needed
to work on strokes and hitting
the ball," Bennett continued. "I
still have them jogging roughly
four miles and doing sprints
twice per week until we get
into the bulk of the season.
Right now, V:,e' re concentrating
on getting stronger because
when we go down to
Kissimmee, we'll really need to
be in great shape." Bennett
was referring to spring- break

will be at Northern Illinois this
year and is supposed to rotate
each year, but there have been
some problems.
"A lot of teams are changing
conferences and thus when
their turn comes up to host the
tournament, they either can't
take it, or they decide their
facilities aren't good enough,"
Bennett said. "At the .same
time, I don't like the idea of
having to travel all the way to
Cleveland State for the thing,
either. I don't mind NIU, but I
hope in the future Jerry lppoliti
will try to find a central location, something like Indianapolis." lppoliti is the Mid-Con
<
conference commissioner. "I
4~~Jih
know because of all this conferJohn Bennett
ence jumping and what not
when the team will be in that we haven't had a chance
Kissimmee, Fla., playing six to host the tournament since
matches. There will also be 16- I've been here," Bennett
20 other teams down there.
added.
Bennett feels the team will
Overall, the season will see
the team in 22-23 matches, do better in singles competiwith the conference tourney at tion, but it will depend on the
the end.
strength of the opponent. "If
In terms of goals, Bennett we're against a much stronger
would like to see the team team, obviously our doubles
improve to a .500 record this game will be our salvation."
year, which is far from last
The team has practiced two
year's 4-21 showing. ''I'd also times outside so far and will be
like to pull an upset on some- out there whenever possible.
body," he commented. "I "It's a weather permitting type
can't remember the last time thing," Bennett said. "It's also
we had one, but that's proba- a real tough transition each
bly because tennis is the hard- year when we go to the outside
est team sport to pull .an courts for the first few times.
upset. It just depends so The court just isn't the same
much on i-n di v·i du a Is and outside and forces everyone to
sometimes you get stuck in a move quicker and pick up their
lot of mismatches."
feet more instead of shuffling.
Bennett would also like to There's pressure for us to get
beat more than one team in outside enough times before
the conference tournament we head to Florida."
even though it is getting
Before Florida, the team will
stronger each year. "We don't be in action at home againit
have the budget to travel to Western on March 4. Then on
play most of our conference the March 9, the College of St.
teams and it makes it frustrat- Francis will be in Charleston.
"Western was on the verge
ing because no small school
around here wants to play us," of dropping the tennis program
Bennett said. "I was hoping to ' four years ago," Bennett said.
lighten our schedule, but it's "But now they've come back
just not feasible. The small stronger than ever and have
schools don't want to be some scholarship money availtagged with losses, just like we able. That's something we
didn't want to be 4-21 last don't have, but still I feel we've
year."
always been competitive with
The conference tournament what we had."

Mediocrity not in lady netters plansBy Ken Ryan

The women's tennis team is not going to be
happy with mediocrity this spring season.
After finishing the fall with a 3-5 record, the
Lady Panthers have set their goals higher and first
year head coach John Ross said the team will have
to work hard to achieve them.
Ross said they have a number of goals to shoot
for. "We want to win all (four) of our home matches, win all of our three-set matches, have a team
cumulative grade point average of 3.00 and to finish in the top four in the conference tournament."
Pretty stiff goals for a team, but Ross said he
strongly believes that his team can reach all of
these marks.
"I definitely think we can do it (reach our goals),"
Ross said. "We have to keep our intensity up and
continue to work hard. We also have to work on a
mental toughness."

The keys players to a successful season according to Ross will be all of the players to have big
years. "Tennis is a total team sport," Ross said.
But he says transfer student Theresa Ramage
will get playing time at number one and two singles
and will also see time at number one or two doubles. Ramage is a sophomore.
Also likely to see time at the number one
and two singles will be senior Jill Bochochin,
who is etched in at number two as of now in
the lineup.
"The key for Jill will be to stay healthy," Ross
said.
Bochochin will 'see playing time with Ramage in
doubles competition.
Ross said the team's attitude is very good heading into the season.
"The attitude is 100 percent better," Ross said.
"I think it will be a great turnaround from the fall.
Everyone is very optimistic."
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he boys of spring
xperience key for Eastern squad
As far as the outfield is concerned, Callahan · said he has
Eastern's baseball team four very good outfielders.
ings into the season
"We have four capable outturday with hopes of leading fielders in Lance Aten, Todd
f into its best season under ' Davis, Jason Jetel and Matt
e reign of coach Dan Legaspi, (who was a first team
lahan.
All-Mid Continent pick)," said
After going 27-32 last sea- Callahan. "Because of their
n, Callahan said this year's bats they all deserve to be in
m has a chance to be· one of the line up. One of them from
strongest in his four years time to time will probably end
the helm. He has lost only up in a designated hitter slot."
e starter from the field last
"I don't have any concerns.
ason and has only lost two I'm not saying we are so wellpitchers.
rounded that I don't need to
"We got our pitchers where concern myself with any aspect
want them to be," Callahan of th~ game itself. I think our
id. "Defense isn't a big con- defense is going to be very adern. I feel confident as far as quate.
r hitting. This year I think
Callahan said he was happy
lineup is going to close to with the progress of the pitchere it was when I first got ers, but finding the number two
re. I think overall we are and three pitchers in the starting to have a stronger lineup ing rotation is one of the points
e through nine. I know we in question for this year's
stronger than what we were squad.
the last two years."
,"Pitching is a little bit of a
As far as the starters are question mark," Callahan said.
ncerned, sophomore Keith . "From what we've seen so far
ierzwa started last year at first we have a clear cut number
e. Senior Rick Royer, who one in Steve Lemke that's been
as a first team All-Mid obvious since day one and after
ntinent selection, made the that we've kind of felt after
"tch to second base to make Lemke that we hqve four or
m for Tad Smith, who trans- five guys that are about the
red from Clemson, at third same. That's no knock on anye. Senior Brent Howard will body, we just have four or five
slated for shortstop.
guys on the mound for the sec"Rick Royer will probably be ond or third starter.
"I think they are all capable
arting at second base after
oving from third where he of doing a decent job. We got
been for a couple years and our starters where we want
think that is a position more them. They are between 90·ted for him," Callahan said. 100 pitches right now."
the past we have had probCallahan said it would be difms with the left side of the ficult trying to find top starters
field. But we made a couple after the number one man,
anges.
Lemke, who went 8-6 last sea"Brent Howard we feel has son pitching over a 100
proved defensively. We have innings.
ck ups at every position."
"If I had to make a decision

today, we would go with
L:emke in game one and in
games two and three we go
with two of three guys in Joe
Johnson, Mike Conner or Mike
Kundrat," Callahan said.
"Losing Frank Jablonski hurt
us. He was contemplating coming back and starting graduate
school," Callahan said. "He
was a very good pitcher for us·
for three years."
Sophomore Mike Fahey is
expected to come out of the
bullpen to close out games. He
was a member of the AllMidwest Region Second Team
with a 4-2 record and a 1. 7 4
earned run average a year ago.
Doing the catching duties
will be either Jason Cavanaugh
or Brad Goodley.
The Panthers lead off the.
season at Oklahoma and won't
return home until March 28 for
a total of 21 straight road
games.
"It doesn't hurt us at all.
That's tradition for a northern
school," Callahan said. "You,
play a lot of your games on the
road early in the season. Later
in the season when the weather
breaks you have a chance to
play at home and then you get
into conference."
Callahan said he didn't mind
CARL WALK/Senior photographer
playing on the road, but said it Eastern pitcher Steve Lemke looks back a runner at second
is easier to play at home.
base during a recent scrimmage game at Monier Field. Lemke
"You don't have to worry looks to lead the P~nther pitching staff again this season.
about eating away from home, with practice and all," Callahan to be kind of a review week.
Last season the Panther
making sure guy~ are up and said. "In theory if we never get
are
ready
to
go
m
the
morn.d
f
f·
.
,, I ,
.
. outs1 e be ore we play our irst took the West Division title in
1
mg, t s easier to.Pay at ' game we will be ready.
the Mid Continent conference
"We are right where we with an 8-0 mark, but finished
home. We are ~sed to it.
Callahan said although the need to be," Callahan said. "As third overall in the post-season
weath~r ~as been keeping the far as the defensive and offen- tournament.
team 1 ~1~ 1ie fo~ pract:ces, the sive players we pretty much
Eastern is scheduled to play.
tea~wi e rea ~to Pay. . h covered what we need to cover. at Busch Stadium, home of the
This week we are going to get St. Louis Cardinals, on
. e are ve~. ?rtunate wit
our ~n~oor facilities to ;et as a lot of hitting in and as far as Monday, April 20 against the
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avis, Stnith lead list of new- Panther faces
going to have to flip-flop. They
need to realize that they need
Senior Todd Davis and to be versatile. Lance Aten
ior Tad Smith are at the top might be starting in right field
the list of new faces on this today, DH'ing tomorrow and
ar's squad as they will be then starting in left field the
ked upon to contribute right next day."
ay for the Panther baseball
Smith, who is a transfer
m.
from Clemson University,
Davis, who is a transfer play- which was a finalist in the
from the Missouri Valley NCAA College Series, said
onference's Southwest Miss- there were a couple of variables
ri State, which was 40-22 in making the switch from
t season, said he was unhap-. Clemson. He had an injury
with the playing time at forcing him to give up his startuthwest. He added that one ing position and then when he
the reasons he chose to go got healthy, he never moved
Eastern was that he knew back into the starting status. In
llahan well.
addition, he said there was a
"I knew coach Callahan financial burden at Clemson.
cause he recruited me out of
"Tad Smith will probably
igh school (Bartonville · start at third base this year,"
· estone) to go to Carbondale Callahan said. "He proved in
hen Callahan was a Saluki the fall and he has proved thus
ad assistant)," Davis said. far this spring he is one of the
e also recruited me to come top four or five hitters. He's got
re out of junior college (Rend _ the capabilities of playing first
ke Community College). So I base if for some reason Keith
ew coach Callahan and I was Mierzwa can't hit or do the job.
mfortable with him . Plus I He's the kind of hitter who will
hit third to fifth in the line up.
ded a place to play."
"Todd Davis if he were to We are kind of expecting good
rt today h~'d either be in things out of him."
Smith and Davis agreed
ht field or he would be our
," Callahan said. "We have that transferring from a topod outfielders and we are rated baseball program was

•
Tad Smith

no that big of a deal.
"We're not going to play as
tough of a schedule as he did in
the (Atlantic Coast Conference)," Callahan said about
Smith. "But for some reason
things didn't work out as well
as he would have liked down
there. He was looking for a
change of pace and he was
somebody we gladly welcomed
into our program. We tried to
recruit him while he was in
high school (Belleville West.) I
don't know if we were one of

his finalist, but you can't blame
a kid if he wants to go to the
ACC."
"The Missouri Valley
Conference wouldn't be too far
.behind the ACC," Callahan
said about Davis . "It's a very
good conference. He saw some
good competition last year
through the course of the year.
Again things didn't work out
well for him. He didn't play as
much as he would have liked.
He was pretty much an every
day player for the first three
weeks and because of a little
hitting slump he had somebody
else take his place for a ·While
and he never got his spot
back."
·
Callahan said he understood
where Davis and Smith were
coming from.
"It's no fun to sit," Callahan
said. "Sometimes people have
to realize their role on the team
and in those two cases both
Tad and Todd thought they
were every day college baseball
players.
"Both have aspirations of
playing pro ball and whether
they get a chance rem.ains to
be seen. You don't get a
chance to play pro ball if you
are sitting on the bench."

1992 Eastern Baseball
Roster
Jason Cavanaugh
Brad Goodley
Tony Shelton
Marty Webster
David Brooks
Brent Howard
Keith Mierzwa
Jeff Pattin
Rick Royer
Melesio Salazar
Tad Smith
Lance Aten
Chris Clarke
Todd Davis
Geoff Hughes
Jason Jetel
Matt Legaspi
Mike Conner
Mike Fahey
Joe Hamilton
Philip Huchel
Joe Johnson
Craig Jones
Sam Jurka
Andy Keefner
Mike Kundrat
Steve Lemke
Jach Martin

c

Sr.
C Jr.
C Fr.
c Fr.
Inf So.
Inf Sr.
Inf So.
Inf So.
Inf Jr.
Inf Fr.
Inf Jr.
OF Jr.
OF Jr.
OF Sr.
OF Fr.
OF Jr.
OF Sr.
p Sr.
p So.
p Jr.
p Jr.
p Jr.
p Jr.
p Jr.
p So.
p Sr.
p Sr.
p Fr.

Head coach: Dan Callahan.
Assistants: Joe Thompson
Doug Furlow
Steve Torricelli

The inen of Steele united for one final outdoor seaso
By BRIAN HARRIS

Twin brothers Dan and
Darrin Steele are identical in a
lot more ways than one. They
are both All-Americans, they
are both school record holders,
and they are both back this
year.
During their track and field
careers at Eastern, Dan and
Darrin have complied impressive athletic credentials, chief
among them being their performances at the national meet.
In 1990, Dan qualified for
the NCAA finals in the 400meter intermediate hurdles,
and in his fifth place finish
broke Eastern' s 1 7-year old
school record then held by
Rodney Jackson.
Dan was forced to redshirt
the outdoor season in 1991
due to a hamstring injury.
Meanwhile Darrin was coming
into his own in the grueling 10event decathlon.
Darrin also finished fifth at
nationals in that, his specialty
event. Earlier in the year he set
a new school record (7615
points) in the decathlon in his
winning effort at the prestigious
Drake Relays.

The 1992 season looks to
be a special one as it will be the
first time Eastern's four nation- ,,
al qualifiers, the Steeles along '
with Braidy Miller and Nevin
Govan, will all compete together in the outdoor season.
The Steele brothers nave big
plans ·for their last collegiate
season, which is to go even farther than nationals.
"My goal is to make it to the
final round at the Olympic trials," said Dan. "I'd also like to
place higher in the 400-meter
hurdles at nationals and get my
time under 50 seconds. Also if
everYone is healthy we should
have a good 1600-meter relay.
Dan Steele
I'd like for us to qualify as a
team in that as well."
Injuries have kept Dan pionships.
"I'd really like to get that
from attaining many of his
goals in the past. Although he record," Dan said. "But I'll only
has two school records, the have a couple of chances to get
indoor 400 meters (4 7 .87) it because I'll be concentrating
and the 400 hurdles (50.24) mainly on the hurdles."
Both Milan natives have
outdoors, Steele also has his
great
versatility, but Darrin's
eye on Ed Hatch' s 16-year
·
s
pans
over nearly every track
old outdoor 400-meter record
event,
with
the exception of the
of 46.4.
5
,000
and
10,000-meter runs
Hatch set that record as a
freshman in 19 76 , the same arid the hammer throw. He's
year that he won the event at good at all his events , but in
the Division II national cham- some of them he is better than

.............

...

Darrin Steele
others, and ranks among the
best in Eastern history.
He is currently tied for fifth
on Eastern's all-time high jump
list with a mark of 6 feet 8 3/4
inches. The school record has
stood at 6 feet 10 inches since
1975, and is co~held by three
people. Darrin's best event
however is the javelin throw.
His best throw of 207 feet 2
inches is the third farthest in
school history.
"I don't know why, but I

seem to get my best indi ·
marks during a decathlon,"
Darrin. "I think it's beca
there is more on line for me
a decathlon."
Recen~ly Darrin unleashed
mighty display of his versa
at the indoor Mid-Cantine
Championships, where
won the overall team title.
Steele entered seven e
and placed in six of them.
best effort came in the 4
meter dash, which he won
close margin of .02 seconds.
"I exceeded my expecta
at conference," Darrin s
"The 400 didn't go exactly
planned. But I was ha pp
win and get my best t
(49.71) indoors."
"I'm re.ally looking fo
to the outdoor seas
Everyone who finished a
of me at nationals is back
year. But I'd like to qu
again this year and p
higher. They (the NC
have rai?ed the qualifi
standards this year, auto
this year is 7700 points.
I'll be ·shooting for 8000
season' as well as
Olympic trials this summ

Indoor success hopes to spill
over for Panthers o.u tdoors
By BRIAN HARRIS
Th~men's track and field squad was strong in
the indoor season, but with different event
schedules, the outdoor season should turn ·out to
be even more successful for Eastern.
The 1992 outdoor season will be the first
time that Eastern's four national qualifiers, Dan
and Darrin Steele, Braidy Miller and Nevin
Govan, will all be competing together in one season outdoors.
The addition of events that are not competed
indoors will be another plus for Eastern heading
into springtime.
Events such as the decathlon, steeplechase,
the hammer and discus throws along with the
110 and 400-meter hurdles, will give the
Panthers added strength, as many of their best
athletes greatly excel in the primarily outdoor
events.
Dan earned fifth place honors at nationals
two years ago in the 400 hurdles, while broth. er Darrin also placed fifth last year in the
decathlon. While Braidy and his brother
Brent, along with Rob Schultz and Mike Ford,
will be able to gain more points for the team
with the added throwing events. Only the shot
put and 35-pound weight throw are competed
indoors.
Whether it be the the indoor or the outdoor
season, coach Moore always has two goals in
mind; win the conference meet and send people
to nationals. With a win at the indoor league
championships behind him, Moore is looking to
repeat that performance outdoors with even
greater dominance.
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"We'll definitely be a lot stronger outdoors,"
said Moore. "We're going to have additional
events to prepare for, but those events are going
to help us a lot. I'm hoping that we can get
another conference win under our belts."
Last year Eastern destroyed the competition
at the Mid-Continent Championships, establishing a winning margin of 51 points. The Panthers
have a slew of individual champions and runner
ups from last year's meet returning this year.
One of whom is senior Jim Sledge.
Sledge like Dan and Darrin Steele can do
almost anything. Known primarily for his talents
in the hurdles, as he his the defending conference champion in the 110-meter high hurdles,
but he is also a major contributor in the short
and long sprints.
Many a time last year Sledge ran the fastest
leg of Eastern's 4x400-meter relay, sometimes
leading off, which appears more impressive
because he began running from a dead start. He
also ran a leg of Eastern winning 4x100-meter
relay.
"The foundation of Eastern track and field is
our multiple talented athletes," Moore said. "We
have been very fortunate to recruit such versatile
perfor,ners."
Moore doesn't foresee much difficulty in winning the conference meet, but is more_concerned with qualifying individuals _to the national
meet.
"If Western Illinois couldn't beat us indoors, I
doubt they'll do it outdoors," Moore said. "My
goal is to have more national qualifiers than ever
before. I'd like our team to get some national
recognition."

"No matter where you go, there
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All it takes is a stroll through
pus and it is easy to spot a
mber of Eastern's Rugby club
. They proudly sport jackets
· the words, "Eastern Illinois
gby" emblazoned on the back.
What exactly is rugby though?
·it more like football without
ds and helmets? Or is it a
e like soccer-with the excepn of the players using their
nds? According to Eastern
· ois rugby club member Jack
oward the game is a little of
"It is a cross between both
ccer and football," said
oward, a senior who has
yed on Eastern's club team for
· ht seasons. Rugby seasons
cur separately in the fall and
g.
While the game may be a
ybrid of football and soccer,
y has a style all of its own. A
e lasts for 80 minutes, which
split into two 40-minute halves
· a mere five minute intermisn, has 15 players to a side and
a plethora of scoring opporities.
Rugby has an image of guys
ing on a field with reckl~ss
don and injuring each other.
ite the fact that rugby playwear hardly any protective
ar, like pads and helmets,
rd says that there are hardany major injuries.
"The difference between
by and football is that we
less injuries," said Howard,
o had his jaw broke during the
season of 1990 while playing
by. "Most people think that
have more injuries because
wear no equipment, but the
t common injuries are brofingers and noses. In some
a broken jaw may occur."
Another common myth about
y is that the game is somet rule-less. The ball, which is
er than a regulation football,
not be passed or knocked
rd, but it may be kicked ford to gain ground. Also only
e man with the ball can be
ckled. Once he is brought
wn play doesn't stop like in
tball. The tackled player drops
e ball and the nearest player
the ball up and continues
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Members of the Eastern Rugby club team take part in a scrum
during a game last fall at Lawson Field.
its goals. Rugby, on the other
hand, comes with four different
ways to score - the try, the conversion, the penalty goal and the
dropped goal. The try, which is
much like a touchdown, happens
when a man carries the ball
across the opponents goal line
and his team scores four points.
A conversion, which happens
directly after the try, is when the
team tries to kick the ball over a
pair of uprights if done successfully the team gets two points. A
penalty shot, which is awarded
after a penalty occurs, is done
like a conversion attempts but is
worth three points. A dropped
ball, which happens rarely, can
happen at any point in the game
when a player drop-kicks the ball
over the goal and is also worth
three points.
With that bit of background
information maybe the Eastern
rugby club fans will be a little
more informed when they attend
the teams games this spring. A
spring that will be a busy one for
the team. The squads are signed
up to play in a pair of tournaments and have five regular season contests on the slate. The
teams are looking to better a pair
of second place finishes they
turned in at the Southern Illinois
All Fools tournament a year ago.
Howard said that the team,
which outside of its rugby playing
also helps the Eastern community by donating blood at blood
drives and v0lunteering their time
to the drives as a team effort,
should be stronger on the field
this year.
"We only lost one starting
back from last fall due to graduation and gain some starters back
that are coming off of injuries,"
he said.
The rugby team starts off it
season this weekend when it
travels to New Orleans to take
part in the Mardi Gras Rugby
Tournament.
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monetary support from the university. The team, which compiled a 4-2 mark during the fall
season, is sponsored by Coach
Eddy's and .Stix.
Howard said that approximately 60 people comprised
both the A and B squads during
the fall. The A squad is made up
of the more experienced players,
while the B. team, which put up
an impressive 5 -1 mark during
the fall, is made up of mostly
newer players to the program.
While the team gets no support from the university, it does
have a pretty strong fan follow- ·
ing according to Howard.
"We have a ton of people that
come watch our home matches,"
he said of the games that are
played on the field across from
Lawson Hall. "It is like a giant
party. Most people socialize and
ignore the game, but I think that
they would enjoy the game more
.if they understood what was
going on."
The major difference between
rugby and its brother sports of
football and soccer is the number
of players on the field. Rugby has
15 players opposed to 11.to a
side for football and soccer. The
15 players are divided into eight
forwards and seven backs.
The forwards are involved
with line-outs, a means of
throwing the ball in bounds
when it leaves the playing field, and scrums, what happens
after an infraction is called and
the teams gather together in a
pile and try to pass the ball
backwards with their feet to
y.
Rugby football originated dur- one of their backs.
The backs are more open
a soccer game in Rugby,
land in 1823 when a player field-type players that try to outpposedly picked the ball up smart their opposition by passran with it. With that illegal ing, kicking and running with the
, the player started a craze ball in hopes of scoring, another
t eventually wound up here at aspect of rugby that is all different than football and soccer.
em.
Football has its touchdowns
Eastern' s rugby team is a club
, meaning that they get no and field goals, while· soccer has
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Top five finish in Eastern's plans
By MATT HERNDON

The Eastern Illinois women's
track team looks to improve
from last years outdoor track
season and an eighth place finish in the Gateway Conference.
Indiana State looks to defend
their conference title this year
with a strong team while
Eastern looks for a top five finish.
"I hope to have a good outdoor season with a respectable
finish in the conference as our
goal," said head coach John
Craft.
Tara Mayner who finished
third in the conference last year
in the high jump with a jump of
5 feet 7 inches transferred to
ISU this year and looks to be
Laurie Mizener
one of the top high jumpers in and 10,000 meter runs.
the conference. Mayner has
"I hope to better my time in
already cleared 5 feet 10 inches the 5,000 meters by breaking
this year.
,
18 minutes and I hope fo finish
Eastern's lone returning All- in the top five in the conferConference performer is Laurie ence," said Roberts.
The relays look to be pretty
Mizener in the 10,000 meters.
At conference last year she fin- good with Donna Levy and
ished third in the 10,000 JoAnne Hearring returning in
meters with a time of 38: 18. 75 the relays says coach Craft.
seconds. Mizener is coming off
"Hearring will help us out
knee surgery and will run the and is running a lot better right
5,000 and 10,000 meter runs.
now," said coach Craft.
The Lady Panthers will look - Hearring will run distances
to the distance runners for while Levy will run hurdles .and
strong support.
sprints with the hurdles being
In the distance events her specialty.
Eastern will look to Mizener in ·
The 4x400 relay team fin. the 5,000 and 10,000 meters, ished fourth in the conference
Amy Bersig, T.J. Rhudy, Irma last year with a time of 3:52.99
Perez, Aislin Wiley, and Brooke seconds just short of being AllRoberts in the 3,000, 5,000 , Conference.

Craft says the distances will
be our strong point but so will
our throwers.
Michele Warren will be
throwing the javelin an event
which she has picked up in the
last year or so. In her first meet
ever throwing the javelin in
Houston, Texas. at the Bayou
Classic at Rice University she
threw the javelin 132 feet to
finish in the top five at the
meet.
In the discus and shot EIU
will look to Dennise Hubbard,
Chris Gutel, and transfer Dee
Dee Zeigler for some points.
In the field events Sabrah
Marvin has been a pleasant surprise to Craft as has Kim
Richardson in the long jump.
Both have improved in the
long jump with each improving
over a foot in the indoor season
but both should compete well in
the outdoor season.
Richardson, a sophomore
from Effingham, will also compete in the high jump as will
Kim Double a freshman from
Charleston. Both have cleared
5 feet 3 inches in the indoor
season .
. "I would like to see both of
our high jumpers go at least 5
feet 6 inches in the outdoor
season and also be more competitive," said coach Craft.
This is the last season for the
women's Gateway Conference
track meet which will be held at
Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa.
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After using several different lineup combinations during the 1991 fall golf season, Eastern
head coach Paul Lueken said to expect the same
when his squad opens its spring campaign at
Southern Illinois at Edwardsville April 3 .
The youthful Panther squad, which includes
but one senior - Naperville's Tom Rank - finished seventh in the Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament last fall and the seventh-year head
coach said the Panthers are prepared to tee it up
again.
"The guys are anxious to get going," said
Lueken, who also serves as assistant athletic
director for marketing and development. "The
weather has been very beneficial."
Lueken said the spring schedule will be an
eventful one for his team with the Panthers taking part in four invitationals including conference
member Wright State's Classic on April 13.
"It's a neat tournament," said Lueken. "It's
one-day, 36 holes with a lot of Mid-Continent
and Ohio Valley teams. They've got a good
program.

"It's a pretty busy spring; it's the most aggressive since I've been here. "
The Panthers will be without the services of
junior Joe Champagne who is now enrolled at
the College of DuPage. But several players could
step up, including two freshmen - Brad
Schwartzwalder 'a nd Brian Holmes, who carded
a 79 in the EIU Invitational last fall at Mattoon
Country Club and tied for seventh-place medalist
honors at the Valparaiso Invitational with a 78 in
the fin al fall event. .
Others who are returning include junior Bill
Frain, who shot a team-low 243 at The Mid:.
Continent Tourney, sophomore Craig Cassata,
junior Tom Felton and sophomore David Henry.
"The guys that have been in the program two
years or more need to come to the forefront, "
said Lueken.
Besides the Wright State Classic, the Panthers
· travel to Peoria for the Bradley Invite April 1011 . On April 18 the Panthers will participate in
the Western Illinois Classic and then they play in
the Drake Tourney April 22-24. Eastern hosts
its only match April 28 at Mattoon against
Lincoln Trail.
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Lineup shuffle continues for golfers
By R.J. GERBER
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Student Publications is now offering
a resume service to the Faculty, Staff
and Students of EIU.
Service includes your
choice of
1.
Design
2.
Type face
3.
Custom paper

Tbe packages include:
1. 25 resumes
2. 25 blank shee
3. 25 envelopes
4. Resume on d"

Come check it out!
For more information call
TINLEY AT 581-2816
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year full of changes makes for ;revamped Lady Panthers
Spring is almost here again. That season of change
re everything starts fresh.
This year's version of the Eastern softball team can be
ribed the same way. The Lady Panthers have a new
ch and several young players ready to begin a new
pter in Eastern softball.
Beth Perine will take over as coach for the Lady
thers this season, replacing Kathy Arendsen who left
the end of last season to take the head coaching posiat Yale. Perine comes over from Penn State where
was an assistant coach for five years and helped lead
Lady Lions to a 34-20 record in 1988 to tie a school
"The first thing I hope to bring (to this program) is conency," Perine said. "If this program is going to grow
reach a higher level, consistency is very important.
This year's team will be captained by three Lady
thers that played a big role in 1951 year's 28-20 sea. Starting pitcher Chris Koehl returns for her senior
rafter going 16-8 with a 1.30 ERA last season.
·or Joy Parlier is also back and will be patrolling cen·eld. Parlier was one of only three players to start in all
games last year. Annette Travica is the team's other
ptain. The junior catcher will once again run the
behind the plate after starting in 40 games there as
sophomore.
"They all have distinct characteristics that make them
captains," Perine said. "They all don't have the
e characteristics, but they are a good core of people
work with and have helped in many ways. They've
d bring the team together and helped the rest of the
understand what I want and what I expect."
Also returning will be junior shortstop Tammy Stice
led the Lady Panthers in several offensive categories

last season, including batting average, home runs, doubles
and RBI. Sophomore second baseman and pitcher Coli
Turley is the team's only pre-season All-Gateway selection.
· "I think our team is strong all the way around but I
think these people are the people with the most experience," Perine said. "In softball one of the most important
things is to be strong up the middle and we are exceptionally strong up the middle."
Some of the teams top newcomers include three freshman and a sophomore transfer. Luann Schleeter is a
freshman third baseman from United Township High
School in Moline and will be one of Eastern's top power
hitters. Amy Klein, a freshman outfielder and shortstop,
was described by Perine as being one of team's rrtost consistent hitters and Nicole Chapman will start at first base
this spring. Renee Diebold is a sophomore transfer from
Lake Forest who will start in either the outfield or infield.
"We have five freshman and five sophomores out of
fifteen players, so in a lot of ways they are very young,"
Perine said. "The way they've been practicing it looks like
and it feels like they are a mattire team. But I expect
freshman mistakes and if I didn't expect freshman mistakes I would become very frustrated because. they look
very good right now. "
These sentiments are echoed by Travica.
"I think we are a little inexperienced," Travica said.
"But we'll be able to hold our own."
Perine will go into the season without much knowledge
of her competition in the Gateway, but she views this as
an asset and not a disadvantage.
"I like being in this position of not knowing each opponent," Perine said. "I think you can over-coach sometimes. You might know the big people and so we single
out those people and say 'she can really hit or really
pitch,' so you don't key on every player or every play and

that's what we have to do this year."
This will be Eastern's final season in the Gateway
Conference. After the 1991-92 season is complete, the
10 team conference will cease after its 10th year of operation. The Lady Panthers will then move on to the MidContinent Conference for the 1992-93 season.
D.efending division champions Southern Illinois is once
again the favorite to finish first according to the pre-season coaches poll. The Lady Salukis received 96 out 100
possible points in the poll and have been ranked 16th in
the national pre-season poll. Eastern is picked to finish in
eight place in the Gateway with 38 points.
"I've never concerned myself with pre-season polls,"
Perine said. "Whether I've been first or whether I've been
eight, I've never concerned myself with that because it
only matters at' the end."
Eastern opens the season on March 11 at home with
a double header against St. Louis University on Lantz
Reid and will play another double header against Butler
on March 18 before heading South for its spring trip. The
Lady Panthers will take part in the Patterson Invitational
in Shreveport, La. The Patterson Invite will bring in several top rated teams across the nation. After Shreveport,
Eastern will travel across Texas for a week of games.
"There are going to be top 20 teams present (in the
Patterson Invitational)," Perine said. "It's going to do two
things for us. One, it will show us where we stand and see
the type of things we need to work on, and two, really
prepare us for the Gateway Conference and that's what
you always want a spring trip to do. "
The players are looking forward to the March 20 trip
to Louisiana as-well.
"Hopefully it will give us a chance to get together in a
tournament situation and we'll begin to see who plays
where," Joy Parlier said. "It will also give us a chance to
really get to know each other."

Perine breathes new life into team
By RYAN GIUSTI

When the Eastern softball team takes
the field this spring, there will be a new
face roaming the dugout and shouting out
commands. The face of new head coach
Beth Perine.
Perine takes over for Kathy Arendsen,
who coached the Lady Panthers for two
seasons and led them to a respectable 2820 record last year. Arendsen left her position at Eastern to take the he~d coaching
job at Yale. She finished with a career
mark of 46-36 but never finished a team
higher than fourth place in the Gateway
Conference.
Softball runs in Perine's blood. Her
father and grandfather both pitched in
fastpitch softball leagues and passed the
tradition down to her. Perine, 30, played
several sports during her high school days
in Columbus, Ohio, but softball was her
passion. That passion turned into a spot
on the Ohio State softball team where she
played from 1978-82. In that time the
Lady Buckeyes went to the national tournament twice.
After her playing days, Perine spent
three years at Ohio State as a part-time
assistant and then moved on to Penn
State where she was a full-time assistant.
While at Penn State, Perine got her masters degree in counseling.
The transition from a major university
to Eastern has come much easier than
Perine expected.
'Tm very happy here, I've been here
since late AugUst: and I feel very comfortCARL WALK/Senior photographer able here and I like the atmosphere,"
shman outfielder Luann Schleeter scoops up a ball during pre-season prac- Perine said. "The school is much smaller
at Lantz Field. The Lady Panthers open their season March 11 when they than what I'm used to, both Ohio State
t St. Louis University in a double-header.
and Penn State are much bigger schcpls,
but I like the change a lot. If things go well
I'd like to stay here for a while."
Soph
OF
Denise Odle
Perine said she hopes to bring consisSenior
Joy Parlier
OF
1992 Lady Panther
tency
to the Eastern softball program as
Soph.
Lori Rose
well
as
other important qualities.
Softball Roster
Frosh
Luann Schleeter 3B/C
"The other thing I hope to add to this
Junior
Tammy Stice
SS
team is a positive attitude about themFrosh
Utility
Junior Michelle Stinson 2B/OF
randi Brewer
selves," Perine said. "I want to build selfJunior
Soph
Annette Travica
icole- Chapman lB/OF
C/IF
confidence not only in them as players,
OF _
Soph.
but as students and as people. I want to
Soph.
Coli Turley
ryl Dennis
2B/P
get them to understand how good they
Soph.
enee Diebold 3B/OF
really are."
\
· ee Klein
Frosh Head coach: Beth Perine
SS/OF
Perine has not set any specific goals yet
p
Senior Assistant: Cindy Bowles
hris Koehl
_but still has a long-term goal.
Senior
helle Maynard OF/IF
"Our main goal is to win the conferFrosh
arna McEwan
ence tournament," Perine added. "This is
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the last year for the Gateway and its the
last chance we have of getting an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament."
Next season Eastern will move into the
newly formed Mid-Continent Conference
for women which will not qualify for an
automatic bid to the national tournament.
Perine has made a good impression on
her players. Already she has been accepted by the team and its captains.
"She's great, " senior tri-captain Joy
Parlie r said. "She works us hard , but
everybody looks up to her a nd respects
her. "
Annette Travica agrees.
"(She is) a hundred percent better," the
junior catcher said. "She's a better fundamental coach, and a better everything. We
just have a lot more fun and its a more
relaxed environment."
Perine herself said she is feeling right at
home with her new team.
"I think the transition here is much easier than I anticipated," Perine said. "We
have grown as a team very quickly. I felt
-this way even early in the fall. They have a
very open mind, we communicate well
and I'm upfront with them and I think they
are upfront with me. "
Playing· for Perine is not a free ride.
She says she expects a lot from her players in everything they do.
"I expect a great deal from them,"
Perine added. "I expect an incredible
amount of commitment to this team.
That's not only on the field, but in the
classroom as well. I'm a stickler about
classroom attendance and.grades."
If pre-season polls mean anything,
Eastern and Perine will be in for ·a long
season. The Lady Panthers are predicted
to finish in eight place in a Gateway
coaches poll. But Perine sees this as an
advantage.
"I think in the long run it does a team
better to be picked eighth rather than first.
I think its more motivating and less pressure. I know my team feels more motivat. ed," Perine said.
The Lady Panthers will go south this
season, but hopefully it will not be in the
Gateway standings. The team will travel to
Louisiana and Texas during Spring Break.
Eastern will take part in the Patterson
Invitational in Shreveport, La. on March
20. The Invite will bring in teams from
around the country, and some will be
nationally ranked.

612 W. Lincoln
345-7535
345-4554

OPEN
24 HOURS

HOMETOWN PROUD
•Catering
• Quality Produce & Meat Departments

• Floral Department w/Delivery Available
• Deli & Fresh In-Store Bakery·

1.G.A. IS A PROUD
SPONSOR
.
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SOFTBALL

BASEBALL
At Oklahoma (DH)
1:00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.
At Oklahoma
At Indiana
2:30 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.
At Indiana State (DH)
10:00 a.m.
At Murray State (DH)
10:00 a.m.
At Murray State (DH)
At Billikin Inv. vs. St. Louis
10:00 a.m.
At Billikin Inv. vs. Murray State
1:00 p.m.
At Billikin Inv. vs. Indiana State
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
At Illinois
2:00 p.m.
At Memphis State
, At Southern Mississippi
3:00 p.m.
At Southern Mississippi
3:00 p.m.
· 3:00 p.m.
At Tulane (DH)
At New Orleans
7:00 p.m.
At New Orleans
7:00 p.m.
VALPARAISO (DH) *
1:00 p.m.
VALPARAISO (DH) *
Noon
INDIANA STATE (DH)
1 :00 p.m.
YOUNGSTOWN STATE (DH) *
1 :00 p.m.
At Western Illinois (DH) *
1 :00 p.m.
At Southern Illinois (DH)
1 :00 p.m.
CLEVELAND STATE (DH) *
1 :OO p.m.
BUTLER (DH)
1 :00 p.m.
BRADLEY (DH)
1 :00 p.m .
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO (DH)*
1 :OO p.m.
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO (DH) *
1:00 p.m.
Illinois at Busch Stadium
2:00 p.m.
ILLINOIS STATE (OH)
1 :00 p.m.
At Akron (OH) *
EST
1:00 p.m.
At Wright State (DH) *
EST Noon
At Northern Illinois (DH) •
1 :00 p.m.
· At Northern Illinois (DH) •
Noon
WESTERN ILLINOIS (DH) *
1 :00 p.m.
At Mid-Continent Conference
(Chicago)
* Mid-Continent Gonference Games
Home Garn.es Capitalized

Feb.29
Mar. 1

3
4

7
8.
14
15
17
20
21
22
24
25
26
28
29
April 1
4

5
8
11
14
15
18
19
20
22
25
26
30
May 1
10
15-18

Mar.

April

May

at
at
at
at

SIU-Edwardsville Inv.
Bradley University Inv.
Wright State Univ. Inv.
Drake Relays Tourney

18
21
23
25
26
:31
1
4
5
8
10
11
14
17
18
23
25
26
28
1
2
7-9

2:00 p.m.
ST. LOUIS (DH)
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXHIB. (DH)
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
BUTLER (DH)
At Patterson Inv. (Shreveport)
TBA
At Stephen F. Austin (DH)
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
At Sam Houston (DH)
At University Texas-Arlington (DH) 5:00 p.m.
NORTHERN IOWA (DH) *
2:00 p.m.
At Indiana (DH)
2:00 p.m.
DRAKE (DH)*
Noon
2:00 p.m.
At DePaul (DH)
At Northwestern (DH)
3:00 p.m.
At Illinois State (DH) *
3:00 p.m.
At Indiana State (DH) *
2:00 p.m.
LOYOLA (DH)
3:00 p.m.
At Western Illinois (DH) *
3:30 p.m.
. At Bradley (DH) *
1:OO p.m.
4:00 p.m.
EVANSVILLE (DH)
NORTHEASTERN (DH)
2:00 p.m.
NOTRE DAME (DH)
1:00 p.m.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (DH)* 3:00 p.m.
S.W. MISSOURI STATE (DH)* 3:00 p.m.
WICHITA STATE (DH) *
Noon
At Gateway Conference
TBA
(Des Moines)
Gateway Conference Games*
Home Games Capitalized

Mar.
Apr.

27-29
4
9-11
18
24-25
30

May

2

June 2-6

Mar.
Apr.

May

June

27-29
9-11
18
24-25
25
2
8-9
14-16
3-6

At Alabama Relays All
NORTHERN IOWA 11:00
EIU INV.
11:00
At Illinois
At Drake Relays
MID-CONTINENT CONFERE
Prelims
MID-CONTINENT CONFERE
Finals
1O a.m.16 p.m.111
At !'JCAA Champ.

At Bayou Classic (Houston)
EIU PEPSI INV. 1 p.m.110 a.m
At Illinois
9:00
At Drake Relays
At Ball State Inv.
At Memphis Inv.
At National Inv.
At Gateway Conference
(Des Moines)
At NCAA Champ.

MEN'S TENNIS
Feb. 14
15
Mar. 9
20-28
30
Apr. 3
4

GOLF
April 3-4 .
10-11
13
23-24

11
16

8
10
13
14
18
21
24-25

10:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

At Marquette
5:00 p.m.
At Bradley
8:00 p.m.
ST. FRANCIS
5:00 p.m.
Florida Spring Break
ROSE-HULMAN
3:00 p.m.
At Evansville
3:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
At Greenville
At Greenville vs. U. Missouri 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
At Indiana U/Purdue
SOUTHERN INDIANA 3:00 p.m.
VINCENNES
3:00 p.m.
At Rose-Hulman
3:00 p.m.
PRINCIPIA
1:00 p.m.
At Southern Indiana
3:00 p.m.
At Mid-Continent Conference
TBA
(Northern Illinois)

Feb. 20-22 ..At Principia Tourney
Mar.
ST. LOUIS
6
6
12
AtDePauw
EST3:
20-29 Florida Spring Break
Apr.
At Principia
7.
3
Sangamon State
4
At Evansville
5
8
INDIANA STATE
11-12 At St. Ambrose Tourney
16
ILLINOIS STATE
23-25 At Gateway Conference
(Drake)

Go Panthers!!
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Youre gonna love it in an instant!

